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Major reno�ation plans· unveiled for USO Law Library 
by Dale Giali 
"I think a library is at the core of a 
legal education. There is no profession 
in which the use of a library is more 
important." 
Dean Sheldon Krantz 
The New Look The library addition will be a 5 level edifice affixed to the back of the current structure. It will consist of 2 floors each with mezzanines that will cut the .floor in half vertically, but will extend over only half the surface area of the floor. There will also be a lower floor, accessable from the back of the building and not connected 
tioning. That means no more sweltering days in the library, and exterior noise will be cut out as the windows will not be able to be opened. In the long run a climate­controlled library means that the book 
Artist's rendition of the renovated 
first floor reading room, below, and 
the atrium with skylight, left, with the 
mezzanines of the addition to the rear. 





r";'-�-�-�7 complete and will more than double the current assignable space. The library construction/ renovation will bring the library up to accreditation standards concerning seating and available shelf space, will improve efficiency of the building, and will incorporate many of the current and future technological aclvantages available to libraries. 
The Funding Krantz said that "the fond raising itself is a rather expansive effort which is looking for support from corporations, alumni, law firms, and individual donors. None of the . money for this project is going to come from tuition." Krantz is optimistic that by late spring of 1988 the $3,000,000 needed to begin work will be raised. 
· · The-1>lan .,. When the requisite money is raised, the construction will begin in the rear of the · currrent library. At first, the addition will look like a separate building, but when the addition is nearly completed it will be joined by a large walkthrough opening on the first floor of the existing structure. The new part will be accessable only through this opening. The initial addition should take about 14 months to complete. At the conclusion of this first phase, the old building will undergo a · complete renovation. This will include new book shelves, �rpeting, painting, new furnish­ings, and a restructuring of the floor plan. New rooms will• be added, including two classrooms that will be at the front of the library. Phase two should take around four months. 
to the library itself, that will house the law center. The addition will add over 27,000 sq. ft. of assignable space, which is space that the library director can assign to library use. The library from the outside will look virtually the same except for the extension to the . back. The inside will be almost completely remodeled, and will center around a highly functional service area that will be nearer to the middle of the building. The addition's focal point will be a four­level, natural-lighted atrium. 
The New Features The new building will have air condi-
collection will be better preserved. Six rooms, instead of the present two, will be devoted to conference room/private study use. One of the six rooms will. l,e a typing and computing center. Lexis and 
W estlaw will enjoy · larger and separate - facilities on the first floor near the service area. A computer lab; with computers for student use, is included in the plans for the building, but funding for the computers is not. Microfotms will have its own room on the first floor and will remain open for the entire length of the library hours. Study space in the new building will be greatly increased. Two hundred and thirty­two new oversized study carrels ( individ­ualized desks) and additional seating will 
Fellmeth appears on '60 Minutes' for state bar work 
photos l,y KL Chapman 
Prof. Robert Fellmeth 
by Joy Kolender 
Robert C. Fellmeth, USD law professor and Director of the Center for Public Intere�t Law, appeared on CBS's "60 Minutes" on December 27, 1987, to discuss his findings as California State Bar Discipline Monitor. Professor Fellmeth was highly critical of the Bar's discipline program during the interview. Responding to a question from Morley Safer, Fellmeth said that the attorney discipline problem in California is not restricted to a few "had apples." 
Attorney General John Van de Kamp appointed Fellmeth to a three-year post as Discipline Monitor on January 21, 1987, to study the process by which the State Bar investigates consumer complaints against lawyers and conducts its discipli­nary_ proceedings, and ultimately to recommend to the Legislature whether the State Bar should be allowed to retain responsibility for disciplining errant attorneys. 
Armed with the same investigative powers as the Attorney General (including the subpoena), Fellmeth reports to the Legislature every five months. Fellmeth is assisted in his investigation by the staff of the Center for Public Interest Law, including attorneys Julie D' Angelo and Jim Wheaton. 
'Secret' complaint number 1n Fellmeth's initial 450.:.page report to the Legislature on June 1, 1987, he identified several problem areas which need further investigation and reform. The report generally characterized the State Bar's disciplinary system as: • Inaccessible to the public. The Bar's toll-free complaint number is practically a secret, is not published in telephone directories, and is not available from directory assistance; • Incapable of conducting adequate investigations of complex cases. An internal overemphasis on closing out cases pressures 
raise total seating from 387 spaces to 552 spaces: Computer and other legal research t�chnologies have been incorporated into the library project. The new building will 
be equipped with the capability to · hook up. over 550 computer terminals. 1n fact, each study carrel will have separate computer hook-ups and electrical outlets. Each carrel will also have individual lighting, · just one of the many lighting techniques that the lighting engineer has planned. The two new classrooms will be complete in video and computer capability. Nancy Carter, Law Library Director, says, "One of the real benefits of this building is that we are going to be prepared to tap into the state-of-the-art computer technol­ogy, whatever that might be." Compact shelving, a shelving device where book cases are on tracks in the floor without an aisle between every book case, will most likely be used. If a book is stored in the compact shelving cases, a student will manually crank open an aisle in which to get access to the book. This technique could possibly double the amount of volumes that could fit in the same floor space. In any event, compact shelving will only be used in the lower stacks of the addition. Stacks will be kept on all 4 levels of the library. The new building is designed with quiet in mind. All service needs can be taken care of in the front center of the building. Bathrooms will be located in areas of easy access, but away from areas of quiet study. 
(Continued on page 8) 
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Nightmare from the Hol_y Land I Amicus Curiae I 
by Gary Fielder 
The Search is over ... 
Surrendered is the quest for the nature 
of the law and its purpose, its relationship 
to justice and morality, and the means to 
effectuate it efficiently. Gone is the desire 
to thoroughly understand the essense of the 
law-for these aspirations of grandeur have 
succumbed to a hell-bent pursuit of 
something far more important ... 
Oh sure, it was all there. The pageantry, 
the passion ... and the five hundred foot 
plunge from an initial level of respectability 
to the sweltering bowels of mediocrity. 
All there. The pain and pleasure, the 
agony and relief, the frustration and 
surprise . . . The full-on derailed roller­
coaster ride from hell with bodies thrown 
amongst the twisted and molten metal 
wreckage. 
'Right to die� .. ' applauded 
The purpose of this !etter is to commend 
Jeffrey Merrick on his article, "Patients 
right to die ethical and moral hot potato." 
It is unusual to read an article about this 
controversial subject that is factual and 
gives the reader a glimpse of the issues 
without being colored by the personal 
opinion of the author. 
Grades. So, what does it mean? I'm not quite 
This revelation occurred to me some two sure. The general themes seem clear 
weeks ago when, as a first year student, enough: Hang in there. Smoke more. Don't 
I was forced for the first time to stand in take Alexander for Crim Pro. And never 
front of a blank white wall covered with brief another case for as long as you live 
mimeographed computer print-out. I ' ... 
As a San Diego Hospice Volunteer 1 am 
acquainted with these problems and I do 
not know the answers. It may be that we. 
will have to proceed on a case by case basis 
and resolve each case the best way we can 
according to the circumstances existing at 
the time. 
witnessed the struggle for grasping juris- For myself, I can only find consolation 
prudence (not to mention the possibility in the fact that Co-Rec softball starts next 
of ever producing income) be reduced to week. 
In any event we have to keep hanging 
in there and do the best we can. It is nice 
to know that people like Jeffrey are out 
the numerical average of the five numbers 
directly across from my four-digit identi­
fication. 
I think I was 'wailed' ... but I-can't 
be sure. 
It was indeed an experience I'll not soon 
forget. But one probably ( not much 
different than other ugly adventures 
endured by your average law school 
neophytes from distant pasts. It was all 
there: the characters, the script, the intrigue, 
the comedy, #le mystery ... the horror-
. a whirlblast cesspool of fear, elation, 
depression, and joy . . . the complete 
human spectacle of frayed-nerve politics 
and baited breath laughter. 
I haven't slept in twelve days ... 
sedatives haven't helped. 
I cheered the middled-aged mother of 
three, whose grades stacked on end totaled 
a hair under 460; pulled for the squirming 
couple, whose averages were just slightly 
different enough to instill deep-rooted hate; 
fell hopelessly in love with the blonde­
headed heroine, who forged her way 
through a semester-:-long smoke screen to 
snag a big fat A on every sheet; -and felt 
profoundly akin to a fellow classmate, who 
peered through cracked fingers to inspect 
the common plight of a Brooksian Civ Pro 
C. 
As far as the Big Picture is concerned 
'. .. many questions remain. Should I study 
more? Do I decrease or increase my 
alcoholic intake? Does this mean that I 
actually have to go to Contracts? Am I 
making any sense at all? ls it too late for 
a refund? 
The answer to any of _these questions, 
I'm quite sure, would sling-shoot many of 
us from the depths of our horrible abyss 
into a plane of higher consciousness • . . 
I think some call it passing, but again I 
could be wrong. 
there. 
-Paul T.-McDonough 
Class of 66 
"Thanks for the memories" 
(Prof Kelleher resigned from USD last semester and asked 
that this letter be printed f r,r benefit of his farmer colleagues 
and students.-ed.) 
Dear Sheldon: 
I write to tender my resignation from 
the faculty of the University of San Diego 
School ofl.aw. My reasons for this decision 
are personal and professional, but unrelated 
to any internal matter at the Law School. I am sure, however, that the search for 
1 would like to take this opportunity to what i- thought I was looking for is over. 
thank you for your kindnesses when we Frankly, I don't know if that's good or 
worked together and to send my good bad . . . But something tells me I'm going 
wishes to all my former colleagues. I have find out sometime between a trip to Law 
many treasured memories of the Law Distributors tomorrow, and -the next time 
that I have to stand in front of that School and shall always consider myself a 
dis · h' all part of its greater community. gusnng w ite w · 
We are all quite happy in Ithaca .. Kate 
I think this garbled mess is going to wind plans to return to Cornell, Peter has found 
up on the editorial page, so I guess I should a place in his new school and several fine 
proclaim an opinion .. . but right now I - preschools are available for Jessica. Profes­
can't think of one. sionally, I am pleased to say that my years 
Let's go to O'Connell's and hash about as an academic have sharpened the pleasure 
it, over a beer. 
· 
of my re-entry into the working bar. Thaler 
& Thaler has a varied and challenging 
practice. I. am enjoying myself thoroughly 
and learning all the while. 
Mel Have an attitude? Nah! 
Please give my new address and profes-
sional affiliation to the Alumni Office so 
that I may maintain contact with the ,Law 
School and University. Best wishes. 
by M.K. Penman to shoulder the administration's fault for 
lack of air conditioning, or the police officer 
Have you ever wondered-why law to understand our need to break the sound 
students are generally treated with disfavor barrier and park illegally to get to class on 
and resentment on and off �mpus? As time. ' 
hardworking students -w�� deserve · to be If you really want to change smp.ething, 
treated with respect. Instead· we are then do something real about it. Take it 
constantly seen as a nuisance and are told up with the person who can do something 
to "mellow out". Are we really as bad as about it! 
-John J. Kelleher 
Xmas gifts appreciated 
This is just a pubHc thank you to my 
fellow first year students in section B-1 and 
B-2. 
Together you helped make Christmas 
very special for a paticular family· and 
hopefully for yourselves. 
The family was overwhelmed by your 
generosity. Your contributions bought 
gifts, clothing, toys and food. Much more 
importantly, the family knows that some­
one cares about them. 
My own Christmas was grealy enhanced 
bv this experience. I hope your Chirstmas 
had greater meaning also. Thank you to 
section B-1 and B-2, and to Judy Lesser, 
Jackson and Christine Mulcke, and Tomas 
and Vicky Romero, 
I am very proud of you ALL! 
-R.W. 
A day student's perspective 
I never gave the difference between 
evening and day students much thought 
until I read James F.B. Sawyer's editorial 
entitled "They Only Come Out at Night" 
in the November issue of Motions. How­
ever, I have always recognized the extra 
hardships evening students endure by 
working during the day and studying by 
night. As an. undergraduate, I completed 
part of my education at night while working 
full time. No evening student will get an 
argument out of me by claiming they have 
to be more dedicated and work harder than 
-most day students. What I object to is that · 
self-imposecl inferiority complex permeat­
ing James Sawyer's essay. 
While the end result of Sawyer's essay 
is to encourage more evening-extracurric­
ular activities, the underlying theme seems 
to be an attempt to justify his educational 
status as an evening student. Sawyer tells 
us that evening students take the same 
courses and cover the same material as 
those in the day program.· We're also 
informed that there is a real world out there 
where evening students work for a living. 
All this defensive rhetoric begs a 
question. Why is any evening student so 
infatuated with what someone else thinks 
about his education? What evening stu­
dents �ccomplish academically is com­
pletely their own business. The quality of 
their education has a· lot more to do with 
the effort invested by each individual_rather 
than the particular time of day that they 
attend school. Whether or not their law 
school education is successful will have to 
be judged by their own standards. Sawyer 
seems to feel he has to defend his decision 
to attend school at night, that his education 
is as good as everyone else's. The oruy 
person he has to convince is himself. 
-Wayne Brechtel 
most people claim? I guess we should get In case you think these words apply to 
used to being disliked by virtue of our you, whi�h I really doubt you would admit 
profession. However, I think there is a even if they did, just remember a few 
profound difference between a lawyer who pointers. 1). A considerate human being is 
is disliked for representing an unpopular worthy of higher praise than a stiff suit 
cause and an insensitive law student. with a loud mouth. 2) Favors are cordially 
GEEZ,GRRE ..... 
I DlD\\t'T TH IN K 
WASHINGTON WAS 
G-OJNG-TO BE It is certainly unfair and untrue to performed by others and not necessarily 
stereotype all law students. In reality there rendered on demand. 3) Nobody· really 
are only a few who are responsible for our cares whether you go to law school or a 
bad reputation. Frankly, I am tired of plumbing school, so you don't have to start 
apologizing on behalf of those who are in and end every sentence by declaring your· 
reality sub-standard social beings cloaked special status as a law student. 
in the law student veil. 4) It is possible for a non-law student 
Unfortunately, it is easy to forget that to be reasonable and correct, and for a law 
we are human beings just like everyone else. student to be occasionally in the wrong 
The fact of going to law school doesn't 5) It is our duty to help resolve conflicts 
iri and of itself make us better than others. and not seek them. 6) Finally, remember 
Immersed in our own world, we become we already have a formidable task of gaining 
insensitive to the people whom we are to the community's respect. This burden 
serve in the future. need not be made heavier by display of 
I know that some of our ways are perhaps irresponsible attitude towards others. 
justifiable. It is true, that we are · busy and I am proud to be a law student. I also 
over-worked. The stress of law school is realize that I am not a saint myself. 
burdensome and leaves little patience to However, I believe in the value of self 
deal with people's minor idiosyncracies. criticism. Rightfully or not, we as members 
We also have our unsatisfied needs and of legal profession are prime targets of 
desires, although that is no one else's fault. social criticism. There is no need for . us 
We chose to be here. to increase the hostility by provok1�g 
It is unfair to expect the grocery store additional. 
ill will. I� w_e do not exerctSe 
clerk to give us a Posnerian explanation self restraint_ 
where 1t . 
15 ��rr��ed, _
then 
of their inefficient operation, the librarian - the co�uru_ty Il)lly heJ�tJfkd IP 1t:s. v_i�ws. 
50 TOU(il-1 
. � '"'""1 
�mi� 
''BUS RIDE. Bl\CK TO COLORA.DOn 
L _________ .....;....,.. ________ T"'""""""""""""""""""· _ ... _ ..,_ .,,_.,. __ "'-.,, __ ..,_ ... __ --�'IT. ·-=-�"'L ... ·� ... -. 
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BAR/BRI Bar Review 
Special Spring Discount ... 
. Until March 18th! 
IT'S A FACT ••• MORE STUDENTS PASS 
THE CALIFORNIA BAR WITH BAR/BRI 
· THAN ALL OTHER COURSES COMBINED! 
11801 West Olympic Boulevard 
Los Angeles, California 90064 
(213) 477-2542 
BAR REVIEW 
1407 First Avenue 
San Diego, California 92101 
(619) 236�0623 
332 Golden Gate Avenue 
San Francisco, California 94102 
(415) 441-5600 
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USD Law School tuition _ policy unfair . 
by Wayne Brechtel 
When I_ signed up for 14 units last semester, I thought my tuition rate would be proportionately lower than those students taking 15 units or more. I soon found out that this was not the case. The USD Law School policy is that the same tuition rate is charged to students taking from 12 to 15 units per semester. There is some justification for this policy. By charging a uniform rate for tuition, the University is assured of a fixed amount of income. The law school only has so many openings for full-time students. When someone fills one of these openings, it is only fair that he or she pay full-time tuition. Thus, full-time law students pay for 30 units a year whether or not they actually take them. However, when I signed up for 16 units this current semester (bringing my total for the year up to 30) the University demanded an extra $320.00 above the full­time tuition rate. The extra charge was for the one unit above 15  that I was taking. Justification for this extra charge is mighty hard to find. By bringing my total units up to 16 this semester, I was simply utilizing the extra unit I had paid for in the fall. The University had already received it's full-time tuition, and I was not taking more than the 30 allowed units. The extra $320 was simply an unjustifiable windfall. What the tuition policy amounts to is a no-lose situation for USD at the students' expense. Students paying full-time tuition can take 30 units a year. If they take fewer than 30 units a year, USD will not lose any money. If they take 30 units a year, but not in the right order, USD is going to make extra money. This policy assumes that law students control how many units they take each semester. Any member of USD Law School knows that this is far from the truth. Students . just fill out wish lists and then take the courses they are assigned. My taking 14 units the first semester was not the-result of a calculated plan. I was assigned some of the courses I requested and denied others. When I filled in the blanks with available courses I had 14 units. Such stories are told by several law students each semester, Studen� who take fewer than 15 . units in one semester for reasons often beyond their control, should not be penalized for trying to make the units up the next semester. One justification given to me by the USD administration for not allowing students to carry over units from one semester to another was that the full-time tuition is discounted. If you multiply $320.00 by 15  units you get $4,800.00 which is higher than present full-time tuition. There is another way to look at this though. The way I see it, USO is overcharging students for the extra units. I have a hard time swallowing the discount pitch. Somehow I believe that if the University thought it should be getting $320.00 per unit from all full-time students it would charge it. There has · been no hesitation on USD's willingness to raise tuition rates since I began attending. A more equitable tuition policy would be to allow full-time students to take 30 units per academic year in whatever order necessary. The danger of students loading up one semester is minimal because students are not self destructive and wish to balance their academic load as much as possible. The University would still receive it's full- · time tuition and students would not be penalized for having to shift their academic load somewhat. To do otherwise allows USD to collect unjustifiable windfalls, above the already guaranteed full-time tuition, from students who cannot take all 15 units in one semester. 
.. 
Belgium's political 'merry-g·o-
round' keeps on spinning 
by Thierry Bernard · Marc Dufosset · If someone . happens to be in Brussels and sees newspapers saying: "The Fouron­nais merry-go-round has achieved its eighth loop," this person might think they are 
T-shirts ho-huml 
Law logo wanted 
by Starr Lee Editor-in-Chief 
talking about fairs or theme parks. On the contrary, they refer to the heavily contra- · versial linguistic question in Belgium. For 80 years, Belgium has had to face numerous disputes between its main two communities: the French-speaking com­munity _ in the south and Brussels and the Dutch-speaking community in the north. The Belgian constitution has divided Belgium into 3 communities, 2 regions and 1 agglomeration, and many more areas with special statuses. (Not too bad for a country of 10 million inhabitants. )  In 1 %3, a statute created a linguistic border, which now still 
You went to the Bookstore to get separates the north from the south. A small yourself a snappy t-shirt showing the world rural commune, Les Fourons (Voeren ), that you, yes, you go to the world-famous was attached to the Flemish region despite USD Law School. You figg_�e you pay the local population's opposition. enough tuition so you are entitled to show By that time, more than 50% of the off a little. Then you find ·that the only people there were French-speaking. Nowa­USD Law School t-shirt has the school seal days, 80% of the people living there speak on it. Hmmm, just a tad dry and ho-hum French and want the commune to be for · a student striving to reach Yuppie returned to the Walloon (French-speaking) Heaven while stifling the real you, that surf- region. In their own village, the citizens have crazy, beach-baking, margarita maven. to deal with an administration that doesn't Motions and the SBA want to help you understand their language; they cannot even break out of that dull shell and into the attend a mass in their language! That is why new law school image, the . .  ' . First, you they elected_ an activist French-speaking have to design our new logo before you farmer, member of the European Parlia­can wear it. You guessed it; we're span- ment, as their mayor. The new mayor, Jose soring the USD Law School new-neat+ Happart, wants Les Fourons back in the shirt-logo contest. Walloon region. (Here's what's in it for you non-artistic Hardly was Happart elected, than some popular design .wins the artiste $50, a t� Flemish-speaking people filed an adminis­shirt with his or her design, and publication trative suit. They wanted to obtain his in Motions. Sorry, no funds for second prize removal from the mayoral seat. The but we'll see about getting,you a t-shirt. Flemish Chamber of the Belgian Conseil Here's what's in it for you non-artistic . d'Etat (Administrative Supreme Court) types if you encourage the artiste-types.)  ordered him to show his knowledge of i:he The rest of us get to buy a t-shirt with Dutch language (although . nothing in this nifty design on it so we can impress Belgian law required this knowledge from 
I Faculty Briefs 
our friends back home. But the design, "I anyone directly elected from the . popula-
1 
paid $30,000 for this USO Law School tion ). Happart refused. The court removed shirt and all I got was life membership in him from office in a questionablt! decision, the Guaranteed Student Loan Club," is out. not only under Belgian law, but also in It's been done. , regards to the European Convention of Rules: Of course, every contest has some Human Rights. by Ina Levy Steven Hartwell wrote a paper entitled rules. Designs should be drawn approxi- The European Court of Human Rights "Fostering Moral Development in the mately the same size they would be on a has always been very attentive to the civil Clinic;" interviewed bankruptcy attorney- t-shirt, in black ink (crayon does not rights of the minorities (using art. 14 of mediators as background for a study on reproduce well) and on white paper. The the convention, combined with other the methods and criteria mediators use; and contest is open to all students, staff and articles). An action before this court, wrote a draft of a proposed paper on the faculty of USO: Any questions or prob- although not possible yet, would certainly role and impact of deception in different lems, contact Lesley Clement, SBA office estaolish the rights of the French-speaking 
Ralph Folsom reports that he has a recent article on survey and paradigms in the law of generic words in the Trademark Reporter ( 1 987) ,  entitled "Surveying Genericness in Trademark Litigation." 
Bob Giblin, Associate Law Librarian, . was selected to participate at the Confer­ence on Effective Teaching of Legal Research in an Online Environment, held in Winston-Salem, North Carolina, this past October. 
modes of negotiating. or Starr Lee, Motions. people in Les Fouroos. . . Submissions must be made by March Unfortunately, many communes around Dra.fts of chapters one and two of Grant , 1 to Motions or the SBA in the mailboxes Brussels are exactly in the same situation. Moms' book on Stanley Stress were h f· · fl h · · · . l d d . h on t e trst oor, or t etr respective offices. Hemish courts remove their mayors from comp ete unng t e summer. An esteemed panel of student-judges will office and in each case, the mayor is 
An experimental study comparing essay, discussion, quiz and group study learning methods in a first-year Property course co­authored by the team of Associate Prof. Steven Hartwell and Adjunct Prof. Sherry Hartwell has been accepted for pubication by the Journal of Legal Edu­cation. The article has a projected publi-cation date ofJune, 1988. 
Virginia Nolan and Ed Ursin com­pleted . an article entitled "Strict Liability: The Problem of Line Drawing;" and created a unit, "Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress, False Imprisonment, and the Interaction . of Tort and Constitutional Law," for in�lusion· in their torts course. 
C. Hugh Fried.man has been reap­pointed by the State Board of Governors Karla Simon was the discussion leader · to the Legal Services Trust Fund Comrnis­at one of the sessions of The .40th Annual sion and . has been appointed . vice-chair of Institute on Federal Taxation, sponsored the Commission for the calendar year by. USC Law Center, held January 18-22. 1988. He has also accepted reappointment The subject of the . meeting was "Current as a inember of the National Advisory Developments- in Corporate Taxation." Committee of the National Institute for 
. Adjunct Prof. Michael ' Andrew . is Citizen Ed_ucation in the uiw (Georgetown 
keeping us up-to-dat'J on his writing Law School's �•street law project"), running projects; His 1 20-pllge chapter ort Powell through Dece'mber 31 ,  1990. . on Real Pfopertj, ' regarding bankruptcy's _He --�- -�n iiJ?pointed to the Senate effect on 'real 'property .transactions;' will Conurustl1on on Coq,ora.te Governance, · be published , 'this · month; He -is also ��ehol?er �gh[-5 and Secllri�esT�c­currently. working on an article solicited - ttons. FnedJnan , . work on this Comnus­by � W�yers}ty�f:G.9l<>�o4w .R.eyie,t sion . �as· highlighted in. a December _16, regarding executory contracts in bank- 1987, Los Angeles Daily Journal arttcle ruptcy. ' · · entitled "Securities Lawyers Brace for . Fallout from 'Shearson'." Larry Alexarider'finished a hook on '· state action that he co-authored with Paul Several more 'chapters · of a manuscript Horton; wrote an invited article on Ronald entitled Fundamentals of Computer-High Dworkin's theory of law; and wrote initial Techno'/ogy Law were completed by Vir­drafts of articles on state regulation of · ginia Shue. She also designed materials interstate commerce, . vote dilution, ,com.J for- a present value in Tax, a new property . modification; standing, criminal negligence, course and computer instructional software and liberal neutrality. entitled "Basic Class Gifts Tutorial." 
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USD law school commemorates Dr. ·Martin Luther King Jr . .  
by Chris Hardy 
All classes at the law school were cancelled between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. on January 18 to commemorate the 59th birthday of the late Martin Luther King, Jr. A five­member panel discussion was held in the Grace Courtroom at that time to honor the slain civil rights leader. Highlighted by a reading of King's last speech, the discussion topic was "America Race Relations 20 Years After the Death of Martin Luther King, Jr. " The event was sponsored by SBA, the Black Law Students Association, and the National Lawyers' Guild. 
The first speech was given by Roy L. Brooks, a law professor at USD. He set the tone of the day by observing that the 20th anniversary of King's death marks a time to renew the struggle for civil rights. Brooks compared today's race problems to the civil rights problems in the past. He noted two major differences'. First, the vulnerability of minorities has shifted from socioeconomic and political to mostly socioeconomic. A more significant development is the stratification of Black America. Today there are three major class divisions in Black society: the underclass, the working class, and the middle class. Today, the struggle for civil rights involves a race and also a class problem. 
Integration not the ultimate answer 
Brooks says that today's commentators have focused more on welfare dependency and single parent family problems, and less on civil rights. This, he says, looks only at the underclass and also does not explore the racial undercurrents thac relate to such problems. However, the theory has emergeq. that civil rights laws have not, and perhaps cannot, deliver racial equality. ·· 
Brooks refutes this, and says that no civil rights movement can go forward without a consideration of civil rights laws. The history of civil rights , law is the history of the civil rights movement. He ended his speech with arguments against the tenet of racial integration. (This view was shared by other members of the panel.) He believes that the struggle for racial integration has hurt underclass blacks especially, and that it promotes racial mixing at the expense of other values such as black self-help and the retention of assets, for example, role models within the community. 
Brooks asserted that the strong drive towards integration is based upon a misunderstanding of the civil rights movement. The main purpose was not to integrate schools or allow blacks to sit at the same places as whites; its purpose was to remove government-sponsored discrimination. Deputy State Attorney General Randa Trapp spoke next. She focused upon the strikingly discriminatory results happening in the United States regarding the death penalty. She cited the Baldus study statistics that have been accepted as "valid " by the U.S. Supreme Court. 
These statistics show that for all murder cases, the defendant is 1 1  times more likely to receive the death penalty if the victim was white rather than black. Despite the admitted discriminatory result, in McKlesky v. Kemp the U.S. Supreme Court said that more specific evidence is needed to call a particular sentence discriminatory. Trapp called this a regression in civil rights law since the 1960's. 
that the 1980s has had the highest number of wrongful termination suits, many of them race�related. However, his speech ended with a positive lesson learned from Dr. King: One person can make a difference. Professor Weber teaches Afro-American stuclles at SDSU. She began by noting that no easy assessment can be made regarding the civil rights movement. She believes that definite progress has been made in the past years but that there is a "New Racism " in the U.S. This is not in the government as before, but is in the individual and is usually hidden. 
Along with Professor Brooks, Weber criticized the preoccupation with school integration, and said that the segregated schools educated students better than today's integrated schools. Along with a focus on integration, there has been a shift towards teaching social contact skills (feeling) and away from teaching academic skills (knowing). Weber criticized some of today's teachers for focusing on the solving of social problems. She said that the segregated schools focused on academics because of the social problems. Academic skills were · seen as necessary tools to overcome those problems. 
Weber also said that a movement towards integration for its own sake can imply a superior environment on one side, and an inferior one on the other side. This implication can be damaging to young students. She noted that forced integration may imply an unreasonable indictment against all black-educated scholars, such as Thorgood Marshall. 
Finally Mr. Cawthorne, the President of the San Diego Urban League, gave a dramatic · reading of Martin Luther King's last speech. The audience was asked to imagine themselves as among the 4,000 people who gathered, despite a storm warning, to hear Dr. King in Memphis. In the speech, King recounted the civil rights movement, starting with a boycott of the public buses. He recalled a 1950s attempt on his life, when a knife literally touched his heart. 
Then as King contemplated his own death, eerily seeming to predict it, he asked that he be remembered as a man "who tried to help people." In further observance of Dr. King's birthday, campus organizations also co-spons,,ored two evening movies - "Happy Birthday Dr. King " and "Martin Luther King - From Montgomery to Memphis." 
Dean spices up staff with Salt 
by Starr Lee Editor As the law school enrollment grew, so did the parameters of Walter Heiser's job as Associate Dean of Academic Affairs. Consequently, in December Dean Shel­don Krantz appointed Kelly Salt as Assistant Dean for Student Affairs. Salt has been working in various positions since her graduation from USD law school in 1985, when she became the 
There is much overlap in the duties of Dean Heiser and herself, Salt said. Heiser will continue with "academic " administra­tive duties such as the faculty, exams, scheduling exams and classes, as well as teaching. Salt's duties are also academic­telated but will usually involve the students personally, such as class counseling, student support and individual complaints. 
The same report said that prosecutors seek the death penalty 70% of the time when full-time recruiter· the defendant is black and the victim is white. This is much higher than in any other Early in 1987, Salt started working half-
Right now the only other "counselors " on USD are the faculty advisors. "There's a reluctance of students to use that resource, " Salt said. The advisors can be very helpful in choosing individual courses, but may not know all the courses well enough or have time to discover the best two-year curriculum for a student's chosen "specalization," she added. 
�nfiguration , time as recruiter, and half-time at the ' Center for Public Interest. Law a,s an 
Legislating feelings problem for civil rights law 
Mr. Warren, the owner and publisher of the San Diego Voice and Viewpoint took a fairly pessimistic view of race relations in the 1980s. He said civil rights laws can always be circumvented as one cannot legislate how people feel in their hearts. Warren looked at some of the sociological problems facing today's society: that ·unemployment statistics do not include "discouraged workers'' (those who have looked for jobs and have now stopped looking), !llld the "Full Employment Act" of Congress, . which is a policy statement and not an entitlement to jobs as hoped. He observed , 
attorney-inve{tigator for Robert Fellmeth on the State I Bar Discipline Project. But throughout her time in the administration Salt had been �eveloping programs to help students impt'ove their Bar performance, certain course chang�, and the tutorial program. And\now she's officially working for the students as counselor extraordi-
naire. 
AMA proposes new medical malpractice procedures 
The other problem with the faculty advisors is lack of time; many have so many other duties they don't have the time to assist students with personal problems. Part . of Salt's job is to give that support to students. ' 'There should be someone always here if you need to see someone, " Salt said. If you failed a class, need help choosing 
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Bar Exam stats in for 1987 USD takers Table A. 1987 USO graduates Bar passage rate by Thomas Mauriello Legal Articles Editor 
Statistics for USD's class of 1987 have been released and are reprinted _ below in Table A. The first set of numbers reflects the passage rates, in deciles of class standing, · of members of the 1987 class who took the Bar Exam for the first time. Although some of the decile percentages have increased and others have decreased from the 1986 (Table B.) statistics, the 1987 statistics show a slight overall increase. Table C represents the passage rate on both the February and July 1987 Bar Exams of all takers-day and night students, first­tirners. This passage rate has risen from . 56% in 1986 to 6 4% in 1987. It appears that USO is not doing as well on the Bar Exam as other ABA-approved schools, however. The third set of statistics compares USO grads' performance on the 1987 Bar Exam with that of students from 
Passing the 
Calif<>rnia Bar 
by Sheryl Serreze 
There are always rumors floating around about the California Bar Exam. A group of disgruntled students are gearing up to , sue the Board of Bar Examiners for artificially deflating •. the ·pass rate; the examiners are about to eliminate the third day of testing; this is going to be the exam with an 80% pass rate. Short of one of these career-saving events occurring, the reality is that most California law students must face a harsh reality_:_one of the lowest pass rates in the country. The answer to this problem is the same piece of advice that you have received every step of the way along your path to law school-hard work. There is no question that extensive preparation is the best way to improve your chances of passing the bar exam ( or your law school exams, for that - matter). Therefore, many people tum to bar review . courses ( unless they are a veritable Felix Unger when it comes to study, having kept all of their "excellent " notes in every subject intact and up-to-date while studying and sample testing six hours a day for almost two months. There are 'many full service bar review courses which will review all of the multistate topics, all of the state topics, sample test extensively and admin­ister additional tests under simulated bar exam conditions. These courses should also give tips on exam taking and provide feedback on a law student's individual writing abilities. There are some advantages to choosing a bar review course before your third year. Most courses offer substantial discounts for early commitments and freeze the price against future increases. They also provide excellent outlines for first and' second year courses when you give your deposit. (The savings in "Emmanuels " alone could be worth it!) Some also have taped presen­tations available for first and second year courses. Things to consider in choosing a bar review course ind'ude the reputation and stability qf the company, the quality and quantity of the materials, the appeal of the lecturers, whether a· guarantee is made (i.e. if you don't pass, can you re-take the review course for free?), the convenience of resc:heduling make-up sessions and the ability to take all or part of the sessions at another location. Some factors that may or may not be advantageous to a student were: (a) live vs. taped presentations and (b) having classes and/ or exams right up to several days before the actual exam. If taking the bar review route, choosing the right course can make the California Bar Exam a less intimidating experience. However, hard work and lots of it are, as always, the real keys to success. (Sheryl Serreze is a practicing attorney in San Diego.) 
other schools who took the Exam. 72.7% of first time takers from other California ABA-approved law schools passed the Bar Exam, while only 68% of first time takers from USO passed (70% of the day student takers passed; 61 % of the night student takers passed). Of special concern is the poor perfor­mance of graduates based on their class standing. The decile breakdowns in the first group of statistics show an alarmingly low passage rate for those in �pproximately the bottom third of the class. The same situation was seen in the 1986 statistics. If USO wants to be something more than "average"· among the ranks of ABA­approved California law schools-and ifwe all want to be able to practice law for a living-then more energy and thought must go into improving Bar Exam performance. Simply "studying harder " may not be enough. The proposals of the Bar Improvement Committee, including tutorials on test- . taking skills, greater feedback on tests, midterm exams, and aggressive counseling of students in the lower end of the class, llre a step in the right direction. 
First decile Second decile Third decile Fourth decile ' Fifth decile TOP HALF Sixth decile Seventh decile Eighth decile Ninth decile Tenth decile LOWER HALF 
First decile Second decile Third decile Fourth decile Fifth decile Sixth decile Seventh decile Eighth decile Ninth decile Tenth dedle 
DAY % EVE % ALL % · 15/15 100 515 100 20/20 100 15/17 88 6/6 100 21/23 91  13/15 87 717 100 20/22 91  21/22 . 96 l/3 33 22/25 88 15/18 83 415 80 19/23 · 83 79/87 91 23/26 89 102/1 13 90 10/16 63 5/6 83 15/22 68 12/2 1  57 2/4 so 14/25 56 4/17 24 2/6 33 6/23 26 S/16 31 1/5 20 6/21 29 2/16 13 0/5 - 2/2 1 10 33/86 38 10/26 39 4311 12 38 ( size of graduating class: 261)  
Table B.  1986 USO graduates Bar passage rate DAY % E%: % ALL % 13/13 100 8/8 100 2 1/21 100 2 1/2 1  100 1 /2 so 22/23 96 19/21 90 1/2 so 20/23 87 14/20 70 1/4 25 15/24 63 8/13 62 2/5 40 10/18 56 15/22 68 0/2 0 15/24 63 13/21 62 0/3 0 13/24 54 4/18 22 015 0 4/23 17 4/19 21 0/2 0 4/21 19 2/19 1 1  0/3 0 2/22 1 l  
Table C 1986-1987 Total USO Bar pasage rate Table D USO to CA ABA, Non-ABA school comparison DAY % EVE % February Bar 8/22 36 10/16 63 July Bar 104/151  69 23/36 64 BOTH Bars 1 12/173 65 33/52 64 1986 Comp-Both Bars 1 13/187 60 13/37 35 
ALL % 18/38 47 127/187 68 145/22� 64 
126/224 56 
USO First time take� DAY 70% First time takers EVE 61  % First time takers ALL 68% 
Repeaters DAY 35% Repeaters EVE 27% Repeaters ALL 34% All takers DAY 60% All takers EVE 53% All takers ALL 58% 
STATE · ABA first time takers 72.7% Non-ABA 45% First time takers 
ABA Repeaters 30% Non-ABA Repeaters . 1 7% ABA Non-ABA ALL --- 50.3% 
Bar review courses Qff er students a choice 
Burned .all my notebooks, what good are notebooks? . They won't help me survive . . .  •. This ain't no party, this ain't no disco, This ain't'no foolin' around. 
- Talking Heads, "Life During Wartime " 
BarPassers 
by James Stevens Barpassers 
Kaplan-SMH 
by David Bigelow Kaplan-SMH 
BAR/BRI 
by Brian J. Sacks, Esq. BAR/BRI Regional Director 
The Kaplan-SMH Bar Review Services There must be a reason why BAR/BRI offer USO law students a unique oppor- successfully prepares more students for the tunity for bar preparation. A joint venture California bar exam each year than all other of complimentary academic philosophies courses combined. In fact, there are and unparalleled convenience, Kaplan- numerous reasons why. The most impor­SMH offers what law students need most: tant reason is that BAR/BRI cares about A bar review that actually p�epares them their students! for the bar exam, not a course that simply 1) BAR/BRI is the only full service bar reviews the law. review course to have an office in San Diego As the California Bar Exam passage rate Through 1987, nearly 40,000 practicing making it convenient for USO students to hovers at 50% students in California law attorneys have received their licenses with exchange outlines and take care of other schools are recognizing that the California the help of SMH. Now, law school matters. The local office also provides Bar Exam · is unique. And that a generic · graduates from all _ over the country are audio tape listening of any lectures if you bar-review program aimed at a national assured of the most comprehensive and miss a scheduled lecture ( early bird, ot audience just cannot provide the quality . practice-oriented review programs available during the actual course). and quantity of preparation needed to pass for the bar exams of California and 19 other 2) BAR/BRI also has a staff attorney the bar the first time. jurisdictions. Only Kaplan-SMH can offer · · in San Diego (Brian Sacks) to assist students With more than 100 years of California preparation for so many jurisdictions in with individual study plans during the Bar Review experience the academic staff so many convenient locations. Kaplan- reveiw course or even during law school. at Bar Passers has dedicated their profes- SMH preparation programs for all of our 3) . BAR/BRI is the only bar review sional lives to one thing; teaching their · · 20 jurisdictions are available at nine SMH course to present its lectures LIVE in San students the easiest, clearest and most offices and over 100 Stanley Kaplan centers Diego or, for that matter, in California. successful approach to the California Bar nationwide. In San Diego we're at 4780 Even if you attend a video location in Exam. Clairemont Mesa Blvd. Our office is open another city, you are assured of viewing We offer you; 7 days a week, Monday-Thursday until a very recent, up-to-date tape. - 39 opportunities to write attorney 9:30 p.m.Our phone number is 277-67 44. · 4) BAR/BRI also feels it is important graded essays. We offer the only full time bar prep office to have a lecture site that is both convenient 20 hours of in-class essay writing . in San Diego. to the students and . very conducive . to workshops. In addition to bar exam preparation, studying. That is why BAR/BRI's lectures 3,200 multi-state questions. Kaplan-SMH students have a variety of are the only ones to take place right on . 20 hours of in-class multi-state work- written outlines and videotaped lectures the USO campus. shops. ayailable. Designed as study and exam aids, · 5) BAR/BRl's faculty is the best.around. 40 hours of in-class performance test these materials cover many standard law It is · comprised of only ABA law school workshops . . . school subjects in a narrative prose format. professors ( after• all, they're the ones who and more . . .  To experience our superior product, see write the bar exam), and includes: Dean - Make an informed decision switch to Mel Epley or Lori levy at the Kaplan-SMH Jesse Choper of Boalt Hall; Grace Blumberg BarPassers. Come Bar Exam time, you'll table or call David Bigelow at 277-6744 of UCLA; Charles Whitebread of U:SC; be glad you did! for further information. Rafael Guzman of University of Arkansas; 
Happy Valentine's Day from Motions! 
and Arthur Miller of Harvard (formerly •with B.R.C.). 6) For students who need hand-holding and daily structure, BAR/BRI has devised the Paced Program_:._the most detailed day_. by-day study approach. 
,· 
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Alum spotlighted as actor, def ender, arbitrator 
by Katy Blanck 
Doug Brust always seems to find himself 
in the spotlight. Brust, USD JD '74, 
possesses a dynamic personality that has 
allowed him to be a top San Diego trial 
attorney, a draft choice for a major league 
baseball team, a professional actor and a 
court-selected arbitrator. 
Although Brust has taken on many 
diverse roles in his life, they all seem to 
the action, just as he did at Defenders. 
During his senior year of playing. center 
field on the UCLA baseball team, Brust 
was a low round draft choice for the New 
York Mets. Brust seriously contemplated 
the offer, but he opted for the more 
practical career choice-law school. How­
ever, Brust recalled, "If I had to do it again, 
I would've signed. In retrospect I still think 
I could've hit the fast ball." Today, Brust 
Doug Brust, JD'74 photo l,y K.L Cha/m,an 
still remembers it as his favorite. "It's like According to Brust, most of the actions 
your first love. Somehow you can never brought before the San Diego Superior 
get it quite out of your system," said Brust. Courts find their way into an arbitration 
When asked if he would consider closing setting. Hence, arbitration is definitely an 
his law books for the glory of showbiz, important part of th� San Diego legal arena. 
Brust said, "I can't say that if I were Brust estimates "that 90 percent of the 
presented with the opportunity of making Superior Court cases are ultimately 
as much money as I do practicing law I resolved around the arbitration award, but 
wouldn't consider it. I have that much fun not always accepting the award as the final 
with it."  However, Brust adds, "at this word." 
point, I'm not prepared to throw away my Brust said, "Normally, the parties will 
legal career. Besides , I would feel a real settle somewhere within the $2,000 to 
void in my life if I ever · gave law up $3,000 range of the figure the arbitrator 
entirely." set in the case." Brust arbitrates about 20 
Brust is not currently auditioning for any cases each year and the figure continues 
new roles although he says he has "a to grow. He has 10 cases pending to be 
substantial itch that needs to be scratched."  arbitrated before March 15 .  
Currently, he "feels his habit" for the stage Brust finds arbitration to be an intensely 
by doing car commercials. The com:mer- rewarding aspect of his career . "It is 
cials are aired in other states like New York satisfying for me to see that two other 
and West Virginia, so San Diegans can't lawyers acknowledge me and trust my 
see him peddling autos for McCune-Honest judgment enough that .they are willing to 
Used Cars. basically put their cases on the line pending 
Several factors make it difficult for Brust my decision," Brust said. 
to do as much theatre as he would like. Even though Brust's life moves at a 
The time consideration presents the biggest frantic pace, he has found time to promote 
obstacle. One show eats up a three . month his alma mater. He served on the USO 
period from start to finish, creating an Law Alumni Association Board of Direc­
obvious drain on his free time, especially tors from 1978-81 and served as President 
since his family enjoys seeing him once in of the Alumni Association in 1980. "It was 
awhile. "Unless I can find someone to great fun to promote the law school in that 
have revolved around his legal career. Brust confines his athletic tendencies to playing represent me for free in the domestic capacity at a time when the association was 
handles personal injury and criminal cases · Plaintiff's Division softball on a champion- department, I can't really afford to do any in its formative stage," Brust said about 
' as part of the San Diego law firm Shifflet, ship team and to organizing various office more than one or two plays each year," the experience. 
Sharp & Walters. This medium-sized firm sporting events. Brust said. The promotion has paid off, for, "In 
mainly does insurance defense work as well For the past five years though, Brust has Another reason Brust can't afford· to do terms of its reputation, the school has made 
as some plaintiff's work and retained fed his desire for the spotlight not on the as much theatrical work as in the past is a quantum leap since I graduated. Today 
misdemeanor cases. Brust came to the firm sporting field but on the theatrical stage that he was appointed to the Superior when I say USD Law School to my contacts 
in the summer of 1987 as a senior associate, as a dramatic and comedic actor. "It's a Court's arbitrator's list by Judge Adams. throughout the country, the name no 
after making a lateral move from Murray tremendous kick in the pants for me to · Judges appoint the top trial lawyers whom longer evokes an expression of questioning 
& Aiken where he undertook insurance do it when I've got the time to do it." they feel are qualified to evaluate cases and but one of acknowledgement," said Brust. 
defense cases. · said Brust. Brust has appeared, sometimes are able to put a figure on whatever damages . It is likely that .USD's reputation will 
Brust said he knew at . the start of his professionally, in seven plays since his may exist. The judges then suggest to parties continue to grow in stature as long as it 
law career that "being a trial lawyer was debut in the stage production of Nuts in that they contact a lawyer from the list to continues to attract people like Doug Brust: 
the only thing to do." So, when he was 1983. Brust played the role of the pro- arbitrate certain cases. 
offered a job at San Diego Defenders, Inc. , secutor, the part opposite the character that 
right out of law school, he "jumped at the Richard Dreyfus plays in the recently film Spring SBA funds allocated chance." Defenders was the perfect oppor- version. 
tunity for Brust since he was exposed - to . The play was publicly and critically 
a tremendous amount • of litigation. For acclaimed. "It was really the Play that put 
Brust, "The whole idea of being a lawyer the North Coast Repertory Theatre on the 
by Lesley Clement 
SBA President 
280; NLG, 970; Intramurals, 1 ,800; 
Sidebar, 210; Moot Court, 1 ,675; lnt'l Law, 
430; Motions, 3 , 120; Comparative, 300; 
Journal, 950; Jack's Picnic, 25; Environ­
mental, 80; Speaker's Bureau, 1 ,000; and 
B.L.S.A., 640. 
. was to strap on the guns, get into the corral San Diego Theatrical Map," Brust said. In 
and shoot it out," he said. As a part of fact, the play was so successful that it was 
the Defenders team, he did just that. the first time the Theatre paid its a�tors 
Brust has demonstrated throughout his and extended the run of the show. Brust 
life that he wanted to be in the center of has played various . roles since Nuts, but he 
The Student Bar Association heard 
requests for funding from sixteen student 
organizations this Spring and allocated the 
remaining $ 16,800 as follows: 
DQLSA, 100; La Raza, 925; Amnesty, The StudeQt Bar Association funds 
allocated are: 
On-campus interviews next month CLASSIFIED ADS Classified ad deadline for next issue Feb. 24th. 
$4 for 3 lines. Pick up forms in Motions' mailbox 
or office. 
Barrister's Ball, 500; Discretionary, 
1 ,550; Graduation, 2,000; Budget for fall 
of 1988, 500; and overrun protection, 200. 
The following organizations did not 
_request funding this semester: ACLU, 
ALSA, Law of the Sea, More Hall Public 
Interest Law Foundation, P.A.D., Science 
and Law, Women's Law Caucus. 
Approximately 40 employers will be 
participating in our Fourth Annual Spring 
On-Campus Interviewing Program. Some 
of the cities represented are San Diego, Los 
Angeles, Phoenix, Santa Ana, St. Louis, and 
San Francisco. Employers will be interview­
ing for summer law clerk and attorney 
New director chosen 
· for Career Planning 
Mary Ann Salaber has been selected as 
the new Director of the Career Planning 
& Placement Office. In her capacity as 
Assistant Director for the past three and 
a half years, Mary Ann has provided 
individual career counseling for law 
students and alumni, directed the fall and 
spring on-campus ·interviewing programs, 
organized career panels, and managed to 
increase employer outreach fivefold. Mary 
Ann's past experience includes both 
counseling and paralegal work. 
She is an active member of the legal • 
community, holding associate member­
ships with several attorney organizations in 
San Diego. Mary Ann's plans as the new 
Director of Career Planning are to provide 
students with more workshops on inter­
viewing techniques and panel presentations 
on various topics of interest. Students are 
encouraged to share their ideas with Mary 
Ann in terms of what · they would like to 
see in future programs. 
positions. Some will be looking specifically · 
for LL.M. graduates. Students are encour­
aged to get a resume ready by February 
15 .  
EMPLOYMENT 
Law Library-Work study student jobs available. 
Learn legal research from the inside, add to your 
resume. Contact Robert Giblin at the library. Career Planning Calendar Faculty Briefs 









Pick up list of employers 
participating in On-Campus 
Interviews. Information on 
employers available in hinders 
marked "Spring Interviews." 
Submit resumes for Spring On­
C amp us  Inte rv iews  ( one 
resume for each employer you 
select). 
HOUSING/ROOMMATE 
Bay Area Housing: Students who need assistance 
locating housing for the summer in San Francisco 
or the Bay Area may contact Ms. Ramona T. Aviles, 
Director of Off-Campus Housing at Hastings College 
of the Law, 200 McAllister Street, San Francisco, 
Ca . , 94 102--4978. You may also contact her by phone 
at (415)  565--4602, weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 5 :00 
p.m. 
USD Graduate Housing: Housing is available at 
our new Alcala Vista apartments. Direct inquiries to 
Ms. Sharon Adams, 260-4600, ext. 4622 . 
Doris Alspaugh researched, developed 
and wrote a computer-assisted instructional 
program in Class Gifts. 
Research funds were used to work oli · 
Part I of a civil rights book, Civil Rights 
Process: The Current Stage, by Roy Brooks. 
Robert Fellmeth researched and wrote 
an article entitled "The Discipline System 
of the California Bar: An Initial Report." Judicial Clerkship Informa­
tional Meeting for second-year 
students. To: All those with warm hearts . • • 
Date to be announced. Speak-
ers : former judicial clerks, THANK YOU!!! 
hopefully some judges. The First An�ual USO Christmas Gift 
On-Campus Interviews take Collections for St. Vincent de Paul Shelter was 
place. a great success! ! !  Over 400 gifts were c9llected 
for the needy and homeless children of San Diego. 
Public · Interest Job Fair at . Through your love and generosity many children 
UCLA. Sign up in Career experienced the joy of this season. Thank you 
Planning Office if interested. for your overwhelming response to their need 
Details at a later date. and by truly sharing the spirit of Chirstmas 
USD Alumni Association Law through your gift of giving. 
Clerk Training Program. Prac- USO Graduate and Law Ministry and 
tical training provided by USD USD Associated Student Body 
alumni. Watch for sign-up ' .._ ______________________________ __J 
sheet in mid-March. 
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Library renovation plans unveiled 
(Continued from page 1 )  
There will be 5 different locations for photo copying, all having a separate room in which to use the machines. 
library material. This would make neces­sary the use of off campus storage space. · Besides being expensive, it would mean that material stored off campus may not be available for use at all. The faculty offices will be organized in 2 straight rows on the third floor_ of the existing building, which should be a big improvement over their current hodge podge placement. they will be reduced in size however, and faculty offices that are · currently located on the west side of the second floor will be eliminated. 
While the addition is being backed with �1'-X:�ir"��=�•t;...,.�J::f;��;;�;;;;;;;�;;;;;;;;;;�;;;t;;�;;;�;;��;;�---.,, as much of the collection as it can fit, seating , ., space will be limited. To further alleviate this problem Carter said that the library "will liberalize the circulation policies, so that it will be possible for students to remove materials that they normally would not be able to remove. Students will be able to take materials away from the The New Problems construction zone and use them elsewhere." "We will continue to function in the · During the construction, parking behind existing library building during construe- the library will be decreased. The final net tion. It will be noisy; it will be inconvenient; change in number of spaces due to the and it will not be prime study space by addition is still unknown, as a restructuring any means, " said Carter in reference to the of the one way road behind the library is toll the construction will take on library being considered. It is even possible that use. a gain in spaces will result. Space for parking There is no getting around the fact that · was a consideration in how large the the classes of 1989, 1990, and 1991 will addition should be. be highly inconvenienced by the project. Of course, the class of 1989 got a quiet library for their first two years of law school, and the class of 1991 will get to use the new facility for their entire third year. That leaves the class of 1990, who has the honor of losing the use of a quiet - library and misses out on the fruits of the new building. 
Or do they? An argument can be made for the increased marketability of a degree from a law school with better national recognition, which may be a result of the new library center. The administration is recommending that Copley Library be used for quiet study space when law materials are not a factor in the studying. Quiet sutdy space may be set up in the law school itself. Satellite collections of chosen materials may ·be located in areas more conducive to use outside the library, but problems of which materials would be appropriate and which materials are meaningful by themselves make this option rather limited. 
For all intents and purposes, life should remain virtually the same for the first year of the project, except for the noise, etc. Life will get real interesting when the addition is completed and the renovation of the existing structure begins. 
Carter _ explains it this way, "In the second phase of construction we will move as much of the library collection into the addition that will fit. Compact shelving will make a difference as to how much we can store in the addition. We will undoubtedly have to store parts of the collection outside the library during that period. We will select for storage the items we think are least used. We will try to make, if possible, a delivery service of the stored goods, making them available the day after they have been asked for. " An extra hitch in the storage plans are that USO has very limited storage space, most likely not enough to store all the 
Some New Negatives The new building will be bigger, but will it be big enough? In its new condition the building will have enough room to store 2 48,600 volumes. Granted that this is almost a 50% increase in our current volume space, but most leading universities have considerably larger volume collections 
than we have for volumes. Boalt Hall School of Law has a volume size of 480,000. The law shcools of Loyola of Los Angeles and UCLA have more than 300,000 volumes. The University of Michigan, New York University, and the University of Texas all have well over 500,000 volumes in their law libraries. The largest collection in the world is at Harvard and is 1, 400,000 volumes in size . . Our volume size will be competitive with like-ranked schools, but it will not. launch us into. major law library status. With stacks located on all four floors, walking up and down stairs will be increased dramatically. Also, since no one floor is any too large, it will be difficult to, organize the stacks according to the Library of Congress standard. The new library will not have a lounge. Food will not be allowed in the building. There will be no place in the library to gather for talking and/ or take a snack break. There are benefits to not having a lounge. It should help create a more quiet environment . in the library • as well as eliminate the problem of book-eating insects that are attracted to spilled food. 
A New Library USO School of Law will greatly benefit from the new library. It will have its costs both in money and inconvenience, but the end result will justify the expense. A quality research environment can only encourage stronger research. More study space and volume space will attract both top students and professors. 
SBA elections slated for Mar. 9 
Elections for SBA officers and upperdass representatives will March 8th and 9th 1988, with runoffs on the 15th and 16th. The officer positions to be filled are President, Day Vice President, Evening Vice President, Treasurer, and Secretary. The Representative positions to be filled are Fourth Year Evening Representative, two Third Year Day Representatives, a Third Year _Evening Representative, two Second Year Day Representatives, and a Second Year Evening Representative. All students, including third and fourth years are eligible to vote for officers, and the students in each class are eligible to vote for their own class representative. The President of the SBA receives a half tuition scholarship, while the other officers will receive approximately $650. The term of office will begin the first school day in 
April, however, there will be a transitional period after the election in which the officers and representatives will be famil­iarized with the Student Bar Association's functions. In accordance with SBA Bylaws Article 5.4, nominations are open from 5:00 p.m. February 22, 1988 through 5:00 p.m. February 29, 1988 for all positions listed above. Any voting member of the SBA not on academic probation is eligible for nomination. Campaigning shall not begin until February 22 at 5:00 p.m. Any nominee reported to be .campaigning prior to February 22 may have. his · or · her name withheld from the ballot for violation of Article 5.5 of the SBA Bylaws. Any question regarding elections can be directed to the SBA office. 
Artist's rendition of renovated library from rear. 
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO LAW LIBRARY 
- BUILDING COMPARISONS -
EXISTING PROPOSED BUILDING BUILDING' 
Assignable space '26,049 sq. ft. 53,800 sq. ft. Shelving capacity 21 ,400 lin. ft. 41 ,437 lin. ft. Book capacity 128,400 vols. 248,600 vols. Microform area 700 sq. ft. 2,412 sq. ft. Study carrels 52 232 *Total seats (including carrels) 387 552 Conference rooms 2 6 Computer research rooms 1 2 Computer lab --0� 1 Computer data outlets 3 550 Video/ computer instruction rooms -0- 2 Typing rooms --0- 1 
* Accreditation minimums for library seating: 
700 day students = 455 seats required 710 day students = 462 seats required 720 cfu\/sruderits �468 sbts ;�quifed . 
USD hosts Special Olympics hoops tourney 
by Mike Still On. March 19-20 USO will host the San Diego County Special Olympics Basketball Tournament. Over 300 athletes and coaches from the area will participate in �is year's competition which will decide teams for the National Special Olympic games. This is the second year that USO has sponsored the games, which will be held in the Sports Center gym. Due to the , support of vohmteers, the tournament was a huge success last year. This year more then 250 volunteers are needed to assist in the competition in order to equal last year's success. Volunteer positions are needed for referees, score-
keepers, timekeepers, and team registra­tion. Other positions include special event organization, set-up/ dean-up, and event supervision. Organizations and dubs are urged to participate by serving a meal. The Special Olympics are a rewarding and emotionally uplifting experience. It's a good feeling to help others and the magic that one experiences at Special Olympics is unequalled. If you would like to participate by volunteering some of your time then call Mike Still at 279-0 483 or contact Judy Rauner 'in the Volunteer Resource office in the U.C. at 260- 4798. Your help is needed. 
Student Aid Commission offers Cal Grants 
Tens of thousands of California college and vocational students can get help with school costs from the state's Cal Grant program, but those applying for new grants must do so by March 2, 1988. 
During the current academic year, the Cal Grant program provided eligible students with over $132 million for upper education tuition, fees and, in some cases, living allowances. The California Student Aid Commission administers the program and made some 28,000 new awards and renewed over 4 1,000 Cal Grants in 1987. 
Applicants are urged not to miss the March 2 deadline. Graduating high school seniors and currently enrolled college or vocational school students can apply for Cal Grants by completing the Student Aid Application for California. This single form can also be used when applying for other state, federal and campus-based aid. Applications and more information are available from high school counseling centers and college and voca­tidnal school financial aid offices. 
The Student Aid Commission also administers . several other -financial aid programs including graduate fellowships, college work-study, teacher incentives and low-interest educational loans. 
Night and Day 
Students, Faculty 
Wanted 
. · . .  to write for Motions. This is your school news­paper, so report your opin-_ ions, issues, and discussions. Contact the Motions staff through the mailboxes on the first floor or the faculty ' mailroom, or call 260-4600 x4343. 
(We do return calls!) 
r 
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Soviet law and reality experienced ,through U.SD's s�mmer program 
by Jimmy L Hom 
Not with the mind is Russia comprehended, The common yardstick will deceive In gauging her: so singular her nature -In Russia you must just believe. 
- Fyodor Tyutchev ( 1 866) 
Phil Rush, a fellow student from Golden Gate, and I arrived at Sheremetyev�2 airport in.Moscow on June 1 of this year. Off to the right of the runway was a beautiful grove of birch trees, the symbol of Russia for hundreds of years. Phil and I were part of a summer study program in the USSR sponsored by the University of San Diego, Institute of International and Comparative Law. Out itinerary took us from Moscow to Leningrad and then on to. Poland. (In July, I returned to the Soviet Union for two more weeks to travel on my own.) Professor Henry Dahl, an expert on comparative law with a specialty in human rights and Professor Chris Osakwe from Tulane University led our studies in East­West trade and Socialist law. Our group of 23 consisted mainly of students from law schools nationwide in addition to a few practicing attorneys anp. a journalist, each 
photo lry James Hester, ]0'85 The towers of St. Basil's Cathedral in the Kremlin decorated in 16th century Moscow baroque style. 
dress, the bikini, and the women's make­up would be harder. Fortunately, aside from being yelled at for being too slow, it was uneventful. 
Law and lawyers · 
One of the first things that struck me about Soviet society was the minor role that lawyers played in governing the system. Although General Secretary Mikhail 
p a,ry H ·nson, Jr., }0'86 
. wait inside a riearby post office. When the police finally arrived and went inside the post office, they found eight people lying on the ground - all claiming to have been passengers injured in the accident. Phil and I visited Juris Consultatzia No. 21 in Moscow, a law firm that boasts as its most famous client former Jewish dissident Anatoly (Natan) Sharansky. Before Sharanky's 1978 trial for treason, his family was turned down by 20 to 30 advocates who would not take his case because Sharansky had refused to plead guilty. (Attorneys who work in law firms are called "advocates.") Unfortunately, the advocate who handled Sharansky's case declined to discuss it, citing client confi­dentiality. 
The Tsar's Winter Palace in Leningrad (1754-'62) on th:e banks of the Neva River is 
Inside Juris Consultatzia No. 1 was a large sign listing the fee schedule established by the govemmennt for legal work. The penniss­ible fees charged clients are low. · For example, ari oral consultation is typically one ruble (about $1.60) and drafting a complicated document costs six rubles ($9.60). A day ofi criminal trial that lasts less than three days costs twenty rubles ($32.00); each subsequent day will earn an advocate twelve ·rubles ($19.20). Some legal services are provided by advocates free of charge ( e.g., for work involving workers' compensation or alimony) and every firm is obligated to perform a certain amount of pro bono work. 
now the Heritage Museum. 
of whom paid $2,500 for an interesting way to earn 4 units of credit. This summer, the'male-female ratio was about even. Last year, as a result of the Chernobyl accident, there were only three women in the program. The major effects of that nuclear accident have worn off, although one Russian woman told me that she had never seen Ukranian apples so big before as they were this year! After we landed at Sheremetyevo-2 airport, we went through customs. Almost every tourist entering the Soviet Union has some customs story to _tell later. I was somewhat concerned because I had quite a few gifts for relatives and friends of people I knew from San Francisco. I could probably explain to the officials why I had two tape recorders; explaining away the silk 
Gorbachev was trained as a lawyer, he is more the exception than the rule. Legal assistance is guaranteed in the Soviet constitution. Nevertheless, private litigation between citizens in the U.S.S.R. is fairly rare in most situations. I was reminded of this in the port city of Odessa on the Black Sea when I saw an old woman knocked down on the street by a trolleybus. As I watched, the driver rushed out and, instead of helping her, began yelling at her for "stupidly " walking in front of him. She picked herself up, dusted herself off, and then yelled out a few words in response that I didn't quite catch before she walked away. Contrast this with � incident in Oakland three years ago when a truck rear­ended an AC Transit bus. The six pas­sengers got off the bus and were told to 
Although an advocite's salary is subject to a formal ceiling of 350 rubles ($560) . a month, advocates routinely expect additional compensation (known as mikst) from clients beyond the official rates. As Ivan Fyodorovich, Honored Jurist of the Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Repub­lic, described the workings of his office, Phil and I could not resist asking him if . mikst was as common as American scholars of Soviet law expect it to be. "Absolutely not, " answered Mr. Fyodorovich. "Any­one who took money under the table at · this law firm would be fired." A month_ lat�r I asked the same question to Anna, who had been practicing law in Odessa for eleven years, · as we drove to pick up one of her clients fpr a . meeting 
lnt'I. studies promotes First-hand experience 
by Herbert Lazerow 
Professor, USO The University of San Diego's summer programs abroad established record enroll­ment in 1987. 352 students, lawyers and judges participated in six summer programs in seven countries. There were 42 law courses, 4 language courses, and tutorials in a variety of legal specialties. Several factors contributed to the enhanced attractiveness of the summer programs. For the first time, USD offered internships in Paris with firms practicing international business transactions. These six-week internships, supervised by Profes­sor Mark Janis, formerly with Coudert Freres in Paris, allowed half a dozen persons with French language fluency to be immersed in an international business law practice for six weeks. 
Also new in 1987 was an optional extension of our summer program in Mexico City to Antigua Guatemala. Students deepened their appreciation of Latin America with additional course work in international law problems typical of the region. It also permitted them to experience first-hand the difference between an advan�ed developing country such as Mexico and a more typical developing country dependant on only a few agricul-tural products, like Guatemala. A third new development was the Oxford tutorial program. Offerd to a limited number of students in 1986, the demand to study law in the English fashion by writing essays and discussing them on a one-on-0ne basis with a tutor was well received iri 1986. We were able to plan a larger enrollment in 1987. 
The fourth development was the expas- , nion of our summer program in London to include two terms, one in June, and one for the six weeks ending · early in August. This permitted students to specialize much more deeply in international law than our previous programs. 
A number of USD alumni have taken advantage of the half-price tuition rates accorded them to participate in the summer programs. lnsigbts of lawyers and judges are always useful in c;lass .. 
Record enrollments of 88 in London and 40 in Mexico City were accompanied by our second greatest enrollments ever in Paris at 9 4  and in Oxford at 89. Accom­panying· this record overall enrollment is the largest number of former participants going on a summer program again, at 18. 
at the Ministry of Internal Affairs ( equiv­alent to a police station). "Absolutely, " she laughed. Anna was very well off, perhaps even by American standards. She was the first Russian I ever met who had a microwave oven in her apartment, an unbelievable luxury in the Soviet Union. In a society where a car is still ·a major luxury, Anna had just bought her third car in the past five years. As she expertly navigated around every pothole on the street, I expressed admiration for her . new · Moskvich car and mentioned that I had a four-year-0ld Mazda at home. "The quality of our cars is not very good, " she commented. "Perhaps you would be willing to trade your Japanese car for my Russian car? " 
A Soviet trial 
In Leningrad, Joanne, an assistant district attorney from San Diego, and I attended a trial of an alcoholic on a petty offense at the People's District Court on Krasnoar­menskaya (Red Army) Street. As is common with many minor matters; the proaµ-ator (prosecutor) did not even take part in the trial. The questioning was conducted by the people's judge, who is elected by the citizens of the local district to the bench for a five-year term. Joining her on the three-judge panel were two lay judges called assessors, elected for 2 ½ year terms and who theoretically have equal power to their professional counterpart in the courtroom. Traditionally, however, they defer to the people's judge. For the most part, the assessors in the trial that Joanne and I observed sat quietly without making any comments. The defendant had already pleaded guilty, but a guilty plea does not stop a criminal · trial from taking place. A Soviet court is required to independently corrob­orate a defendant's guilt. Here, the defense attorney called two witnesses·, including the defendant's weeping wife. In her closing argument, the advocate concluded by telling the court that her client w.is a good husband, a hard worker, and had stopped his drinking. The three judges · then -adjourned to a back room to reach their decision. After waiting twenty minutes, Joanne an I left without ever finding out the. court's verdict to catch a plane to Warsaw. 
See Part 2 in the Mar. 8 issue of Motions. Article 
reprinted with author's permissi.on . 
STUDY LAW IN BEUING, 
SHANGHAI AND HONG KONG! 
JUNE 13 - JULY 15, 1988 
For the fifth ye.i.r, the American University, 
Washington, D.C. , is joining with Beijing 
University , Fudan University, Shanghai 
and Hong Kong University, to sponsor a 
SUMMER LAW PROGRAM IN THE 
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CillNA 
Participants in this ABA·approved program 
will be el igible to earn 6 transferrable 
credits toward a J .D .  or LL. M'. degree in 
courses on Chinese Comparative Law and 
Chinese_ International Trade Law, team· 
iaught by Chinese and American law 
professors . No knowledge of Chinese 
language is required. The program fee is 
$2500, and space is l imited. 
FOR A BROCHURE AND 
APPLICATION CALL OR WRITE 
Professor Peter Jaszi, Co-Director 
P.R.C. Summer Law Program 
Washington College of Law 
The American University 
4400 Massachusetts Ave. , N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20016 
(202) 885-2638 
___ .,;. 
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NO ON E EXAM I N ES TH E CAL I FORN IA  BAR EXAM L.I KE  WE DO 
SOUTHERN CALI FORN IA 
1 231 Santa Mon ica Mal l 
Santa Mon ica, CA 90401 -1 307 
(21 3) 394-1 529 
1 -800-2 PAS BAR 
· (272-7227) 
NORTHERN CALI FORN IA 
1 38 McAl l ister Street 
San Frar:,cisco, CA 941 02�4996 
· (41 5) 626-2900 
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Faculty Bar Committee proposals 
delayed once again 
by Lesley Clement 
President, SBA 
The second recommendation reads: The Committee recommends that all insructors be required to give midterms as well _ as · final The predominate subject of the last three examination where final examinations are faculty meetings has been the recommen- given, and that t/iey count far an announced dations of the Bar Improvement Commit- f,ercentage of the grade far that semester. Each tee reported in the November issue of semester should be increased from 1 4  to 1 5  Motions. The faculty showed off their weeks with one week at midterm allocated far ability to defeat committee recommenda- a midterm study dead week. Instructors are tions with an incredible display of fili- . encouraged to give additional brief qui�es at bustering. Recommendation number one appropriate intervals, graded and returned ( instituting a faculty taught bar review · within one week, to measure and inculcate . course this semester), needed an immediate subject areas as taught, particularly where new decision by the faculty to go into effect. vocabulary and terms of 4rt are introduced. The recommendation reads: The Committee The second recommendation will likely recommends the adoption -of the Salt Alter- die on the vine like so many other native II (limited) proposal far a course to be Committee recommendations. I have 
made available to third year students beginnng participated in six faculty meetings. The in the Spring of the rnrrent year. - dilatory tactics USt';d by powerful faculty Unfortunately, the recommendation members achieves two results. The first is that the faculty move to discuss this issue to demoralize those faculty members who first was brushed aside by the meeting participate on Law Faculty Committees in Chairman, Dean Krantz,- and the recom- good faith. The second is _the perpetuation mendation was never discussed because the of the status quo to the detriment of available time was spent making, interpret- programs beneficial to the law school. The ing, and reinterpreting amendments to law school cannot reach its · potential Recommendation number two. without the faculty's cooperation. 
Circulation staff handles the load 
Telephones ringing, copier service lights blinking, six students lined up at the desk, four looseleaf services waiting to be filed, - a dispute over conference room reserva­tions, and library · tables coverea with un­shelved books-this is hour-by-hour fare for the Law Library's four energetic circulation desk employees. During the- 108 hours per week oflibrary ·operation, Pat Bermel, Ruth Hastings, Tina Miller and Kornelia Szigethy are charged with imposing control and order over the potential chaos of the busy law library front desk and . the photocopy and reshelving operations ofthe library. With the help of an indespensible team of student employees, the circulation staff meets the heavy demands of a busy student, 
· faculty and attorney library user popula­tion. During the last school year, reserve items were placed tn a patron's waiting hand 84,000 times. Almost 60,000 books were reshelved and 2,400 looseleaf service updates were tiled. The circulation staff . answers a countless number of general and basic research questions, gives directions, dis­penses aspirins, checks out and renews books and constantly offers bits of encouragement to stressed law students. · Where else .can you count on �ervice­with a smile from 8:00 a.m. on Sunday morning until 10:00 p.m. on Saturday night? You can even find a friendly word in the · law library - until midnight on weeknights. 
Rehnquist's book review relates 
the 'inside story' of Court 
by Misty Colwell 
It is uncommon for a justice on the Supreme Court to address a public audience. The demanding pace of the high court restricts free time while lectures and law review articles are usually aimed at the legal community. "The Supreme court: How It Was, Jiow It Is/' written by Chief Justice William Rehnquist, speaks to the public arid is of interest to iinyone who is curious about the Suprem� Court. Law students, in particular, will have a pleasant time reading this history and analysis. Rehnquist provides a special insight into judicial clerkships. It is surprising to learn how great a role the clerks play in the review ' granting process. The book begins with a detailed look at Rehnquist's first exposure to the Supreme Court after graduating from Stanford Law School in 1952 when he was selected to be a clerk for Justice Robert H. Jackson . . The reader is awed with the author as he describes the judicial ceremony of his first public court session and his initial encounters with the other law clerks, with whom he was "a bit defensive" about being from a West ·coast school. It was on his first day as a law clerk to a Supreme Court justice that Rehnquist began developing an approach to reviewing cases. After asking himself the question, "When will I know more than I do now?". he found there was usually no better time than the present to complete a task. One of the most controversial and significant cases the author worked on was 
the Steel Seizure Case in which President Truman ordered the secretary of commerce to seize two major steel mills during the Korean War after strikes threatened to halt steel production. Rehnquist follows the Steel Seizure Case to explain, in an interesting and informative manner, the procedural side of a case ,which 
, has been granted certiorari. After much publicity of the district judge's unexpected injunction against the seizure, the Supreme Court agreed to immediately review the lower court's decision based on the case's "imperative public importance." Finally, -the Supreme Court ordered the President to lift controls imposed on the steel industry. Rehnquist does not discuss Jackson's role in the anti-segregation cases which .occurred after his clerkship ended. The second . part of the book traces the history of the court through periods shaped by particularly influential justices. One of the first Chief Justices, John Marshall, molded the court into a highly . respected body during his 32 years of service. Rehnquist explains the development of the 
court's role as "final arbiter of the meaning of the United States Constitution" during the Marshall years. Rehnquist continues his analysis of the history of the court by discussing the next 
Chief Justice after John Marshall. Roger taney, who served from 1835 to 1862, led the Supreme Court to a number of praiseworthy decisions -- affecting com­merce, according to the book. However, the Dred . Scott decision in 1857 _is harshly criticized for its insensi-. (Continued on page 14) 
Student budgets, according to Congress 
by Richard Osborne 
Financial Aid Director 
Congress has recently passed legislation bringing the costs of education and the resources to pay for that education under the umbrella of Congressional Methodol-. ogy (CM). A strict division between the costs of education, reflected by a campus "Student Budget",  and the resources to pay for the education, reflected by an "Effective Family Contribution," as established per an approved system of needs analysis (USD-Law uses College Scholarship Service) produces eligibility for financial aid monies as follows: $ Cost of Education (a) ' -$ Resources of Student (b) 
$ Eligibility for Financial Aid ( c) 
. (a)-Student Budget (b )-CSS Effective Family Contribution ( c )-Loans, Work-Study, Scholarship, Private Resources 
For the student, several changes in aid methodology will be- obviated, as living arrangements and programs of study become the major determinants in subdi­viding the student population into approp­riate categories of allowable expenses via the Student Budget. The independent student will note that living expenses may only be included ·for the nine month academic year; if one is married, only the expenses of the student, and no living expenses for the family, except child care and medical, may be included. Although this may seem very one-sided to the _ student, . Congressional Metholodgy has intended that the need analysis (CSS) reflect a lower effective family contribution, lowered by the use of a CM standard m�intenance allowance per family, to produce a figure reflective of, and _ more sensitive to available income for the academic year. Therefore, the intent of ·Congress was simply to create a fair and standard formula to reflect an accurate cost of education and the student's ability to pay, and obstensibly not to reduce elig­ibility for financial aid for the student population. . In the first year of operation of the new . Congressional Methodology, a few "bugs" in the system are expected. Thus, Congress is allowing the latitude of "professional discretion" for the aid officer who is faced with the reality of an individual, and not a composite, student aid recipient. It then becomes the initiative of the individual, student to review the Student Budget under which he is placed and to make -the aid office aware of the particulars of his personal situation to see if an adjustment _ may be made in his Student Budget: 
Student Budget 
Independent, Off-Campus 
9 Months In School {Day) 
Budget: 
Tuition & Fees 
Books & Supplies 
Rent & Utilities 
Food & Sundries 
Transportation 
Personal Expenses 
Average cost of education: 
Resources: 
Student's past savings 
(F�ily Contribution) 
Demonstrated •financial need: 




















The costs of child care, medical or dental coverage for the fapiily or individual, an allowance for the bar exam for seniors, and the like, would be items that a continuing student may request to be added to a 
Student Budget.- For a new student, the 1987 base year earnings may be an item requiring adjustment. . Some of the items, however, under the . Student Budget are averages based on cost of living indices and will remain fairly inflexible: rent and utlities, food and sundries, transportation, personal allow­ance . "Professional discretion" was included in Congressional Methodology only as a mechanism to reflect a case-by­case individual adjustment and not for alteration of the formula promulgated i!).tO 
law. It is -advisable to file the CSS Fi�cial 
Aid Form as soon as the student has completed the 1987 income tax informa� tion. The processor requires approximately six weeks to produce- an effective family contribution. Once this is received, the _ _,_ student may then ask the aid officer for a financial aid projection for the following academic year, and as regards Congress­ional Methodology. This early af'I)lication process should facilitate the individual in financial Rlanning for - the next academic year. The student is also reminded that May 
1 ,  1 988 is the · financial aid office deadline for in-house processing so monies, or checks, should be available for Fall 1988 registration. The 1988-89 Student Budgets are now available in Room 206, More Hall; all other in-house forms will be available February 1 ,  1988. 
.Jlaler &· .Jlafer 
3 0 9  'Jlo\th qioga Stuet 
!Ithaca, 'Jlew C//o\k 1 11850 
is pleased to announce that 
has become associated with t�e /i\m 
511\. J<.el/ehe\ is a /otme\ q\o/esso\ o/- Law at the V nive\sity o/ 
San - mie9o School o/ Law. !J{e sewed with the V nited States . 
Jl,ttoineys Of/ice /o\ the Southetn gJist'iict of 'Jlew C//oik and with 
qhe - Secuiities and Gxchange Commission piioi to becoming a 
ff io/esso\ o/ Law. 511.i. J<.el/ehe\ is admitted to piactice law - in 
'Jlew C//o\k and Cali/o\nia. 
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ich Bar Review 
. . ' 
Doesn't Charge Extra 
For Its Extras? 
D A  certain bar review 
course �hlch charges 
an extra $95 · to $225 
for its ''multistate 
workshop.'' 
Look for us 
on campus soon 
. ' . ·_ . . ' . 
, ' 
Kaplan- ·sMH Bar 
Review .Services which 
includes a comprehen­
sive Multistate Ques-
. · tion Volume, 18 hours 
of in-class Multistate 
Question analysis, 2 
practice exanis, and ,a 
· D�agnostic Analysis to · 
identify strengths and 
weaknesses, all woven 
into an integrated 
revi�� course at nq 
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February 9, 1988 
'Society of Peterfreund 
Trained Attorneys' 
still growing after 
42 teaching years 
by Mike Still 
ii:i.'>...,__ Are you a member of the SPT A? Wonder what SPTA stands for? Well, it stands for the "Society of Peterfreund Trained Attorneys " and it counts 11,000 to 12,000 former students as members. Yes, this is the number of law students 
Motions 13 
· that Distinguished Professor of Law Herbert Peterfreund has taught in his 42 - years of teaching. accepted th� position. His desire fo teach arose out of an incident that had happened 
when he was 15 years old. One day during high school the teacher (high school principal) couldn't make the class, so he told Peterfreund to teach the class for that day. 
to the top $2,000 per year which beginning attorneys earned when Peterfreund first entered practice. However, that was during the Great Depression and then the "dollar 
to learn and willing to earn their degrees, he states. After teaching at New York University School of Law for 32 years, Peterfreund came to San Diego in 1978 planning to retire. Instead, he received a phone call from the Acting Dean of USO Law School asking him to teach a course of evidence. Peterfreund agreed, and it has been a "semi­retirement, " as he is now teaching two classes in evidence at uso: Peterfreund grew up in a small town in Pennsylvania and attended Pennsylvania State University and Harvard Law School. While at Harvard, he studied under legal scholars such as Professor Williston in Contracts and Professor Scott in Civil Procedure. After law school, he practiced law for four to five years in New York City, and received his Master of Laws (LL.M) from Columbia Law School in February 19 42. At that time, of course, the U.S. was involved in World War II, and Peterfreund entered the army as a private and served in an infantry unit. He graudated from Officer Candidate School as a Second Lieutenant and taught recruits to become 
good soldiers. He · later· saw combat and 
was active in the Battle of the Bulge, winning ·· a Bronze Star. He added, however, that "I made it but many of my comrades didn't." While serving, Peterfreund used his legal education to participate in courts martials, both as attorney and later as a judge. By the time he was discharged in 19 46, Peterfreund was a Captain, Infantry. 
Peterfreund did and loved teaching so much that he decided to make a career out of it. Peterfreund feels that he was very fortunate at age 15 to know what he really 
wanted to do with his life. He sometimes feels that too many students these days don 't know their eventual goals in life. He understands that it is hard to know at a young age what one wants to do with his or her life, but that law students should at least think about it. 
NYU teacher During his years at NYU, Peterfreund taught a wide range of courses, including Civil Procedure, Contracts, Corporations, and Evidence. Out of all of these courses he feels that Evidence is the toughest because it is so hard for students to visualize the evidentiary matters that he is trying to convey to them. Civil Procedure is also tough for other reasons. 
was a dollar." As for practicing in San Diego, Peter­freund feels there is nothing wrong with practicing here, stating, "San Diego is a growing area and has a great future ahead of it." Getting back to his favorite subject, law students, Peterfreund feels that students should prepare for the day "when. " He says that students have three years in which to prepare themselves for their whole life in the law and that they should prepare for it in the best way they can. He says to students who complain that they want to "live " while they're in law school: "You'll live when you get out of here! " Peterfreund feels that students should study a lot and budget their time very carefully, as their legal education may well determine their entire future. He serises a lack of commitment on the part of some students and feels that this is unfortunate. Peterfreund's motto has always been, "Do everything with all your might." He urges law students to adopt this motto for themselves. 
Economics now student problem 
Some advice Peterfreund gives to law students who wish to become litigating 
attorneys is to work in the District Attorney's office or the U.S. Attorney's office for a few years when they first enter practice. He feels that one can't beat the experience that these jobs offer. Peter­freund notes that the average lawyer avoids litigation for reasons such as uncertainty, unpredictability, the work involved, inadequate recovery, and client unwilling­ness. He feels that experience is a valuable 
asset for those who wish to become litigating lawyers. In comparing NYU Law School to USO, Peterfreund believes that one can't really compare the two. NYU Law School is over 100 years old and has a long and com­plicated history, while USO is less than 30 years old and is still developing itself. However, Peterfreund feels that USO is an excellent law school and will become a major legal institution in the future. He notes that the faculty at USO is very competent. In discussing current legal events, Peterfreund feels that the recent troubles over Supreme Court nominees were unfortunate. Referring to Judge Douglas Ginsberg's admission that he used mari- . juana, Peterfreund states that if we were to look into the lives of other high-ranking public officials, we would probably find many things there that we don't like. 
After the war, Peterfreund was offered 
a teaching fellowship at New York University School of Law. Peterfreund had always known that he wanted to teach and 
Peterfreund liked practicing and teaching in New York City. He feels that New York City is a wonderful place and that there is no other city like it, stating "it's a very busy place." New York City is · the commercial center of the world, and the opportunities for lawyers practicing there 
abound. However, Peterfreund isn't sure that the high salaries being paid to Wall Street attorneys are justified. Starting salaries on Wall Street are now around $70,000 per year, which is in stark contrast 
Peterfreund realizes that law students now face a problem which wasr{'t quite as serious when he went to law school: economics. Law school is very expensive these days, and so many students have to Constitution: 'Living 
work while they are in law school and/ document' 
Fellmeth's state bar work 
or borrow money. When Peterfreund went As for Judge Robert Bork, Peterfreund to Harvard Law School in the mid-1930s, feels that a "mountain was made out of tuition was $ 400 per year, and his whole a molehill " with regard to Bork's philos­legal education ( tuition, books, room and ophies, and that not enough attention was board) at Harvard cost about $3500. He paid to Bork's legal qualifications. How­feels that the soaring costs of obtaining a ever, Peterfreund does disagree with Bork's ( Continued from page 1)  the Legislature in order to pay for the legal education are an unfortunate burden philosophies. Peterfreund feels that the reforms. on today's law students. Constitution of the U.S. is a "living investigators to set serious cases aside while p1·nally, a breakthrough occurred 1·n . fr d h b h' d d th h h ld Peter eun notes t at a out one-t ir . document, "  an at t e court s ou easier cases receive priority attention; December when the State Bar Board of of his law school class failed or dropped interpret the Constitution in the light of • Unbearably slow. Some complaints on Governors formally adopted several signif- out at Harvard between the first and second today's problems. file ,are up to a decade old; icant reforms advocated by Fellmeth. Most years. The competition· was fierce, he says. An example he cites is the segregation • Overly protective and solicitous importantly, the Board voted to replace the He knows that law schools don't do that issue. I t took the state and federal legis­toward lawyers. Fellmeth recommended Bar's 500 volunteer hearing referees with now, but that. competition is still' very latures much too long to deal with racial that the entire State Bar Court adjudicative a panel of professional, independent, prevalent. He fells that competition among segregation, so the Supreme Court had to process be scrapped and replaced with full- administrative law judges; and to replace law students is both good and bad: good step in and do it. Peterfreund feels that _time professional decisionmakers. · the Bar's ·eighteen-member appellate because competition is American, and bad it is much the same way with other social th d b th Review Department with a panel of three because it may detract from actual learning. issues today. Congress won't do anything _ Fellme 's June report was cite Y e appellate J'udges. The Board also voted to 1 d. ak C 1 £ • s C · K l Being in the top of one's c ass an m ing about them so occasionally the courts have a iiorma upreme ourt m ape 14� v. 1·rnmed1'ately spend another $750,000 1·n la d S Ba f Cal·c. · 87 D ·1 J 1 law review is a good start for a w stu ent, to step in. However, Peterfreund feels that tate r O 11 .om:ia, · ·· ai Y ourna order to reduce the stubborn case backlog · 1 D.A.R. 9658. In a concurring and dis�ent- he said, but that he has had many ower the way the Senate went about disqualifying li d and make other key improvements. students do just as well as the higher Bork was wrong. As .for:f.· resent-nominee ing opinion, Justice Pro Tern K 'ne cite These recent actions require the Bar to · · - · h i: • f: al -d · · f th students once they ,get out i.nto practic_e. . An_th6ny Kenn,, edy, Pete . eund notes that t e report ror 1ts actu escnptton o e seek an. i'mm· _-...1i"te· ·dues 1·ncrease through i' h r .. B • d' · 1· · · · · · 1· _i;:u.... Overall, Peterfreuµ.d r.e,_els : t at k . one Kenned� is a ··IJloderate �onservative and ar s 18_cip inary p_rocess,. � i,ts-.. stans_ n_ ca_ . · ur.ge· n'cy lPais· lan··o' n, or to cut funds which · · ' ,.fr ' c-1·.:.:.._ , · ,, ti...' Cal f, d 1 -0• graduates · in the toP.,:narr of ijis tjr . h� _µa:,.-; '\ i& ii.'ppareni.1.y- not as �abid' as Bork, and thus presen�tton c�mparmg . 1 orma iseip i- have been allocated to other Bar programs'. from a law school such as USD,:-'theh that -' ,we will probaQlY be 15etter off with Kennedy ?3-ry actions wt� th�se � 0ther.states, and Fellmeth has been active speaking to Bar person has a very bright futi,.re; •ahead of :\ than Bork . ·:·' i . , -\ . · ·  �  1�� analys� �f Judicral revi!w - of Bar : .groups ancl legisla:tors, to enlist support for J:�irri or her; it ii the ·bottom, _qoote�pf� ·. t'. � . - � -� disciplinary decisions. · · - higher dues to'solve the discipline problem. the � .that he is concerned about. 1t-
Z,SOO-case backlog Fellmeth's next report is due April 1 ,  1988. r.======.=== .. =, _:;;;;"'l:�;;:::_ .===::;:==,1 Fellmeth's next report to the L,.egislatµre · f • • • Law school opens doors Motions . bn November 2, 1987, identified several in addition to· the State Bar Discipline . The nice thing aboµt aJ� education,,. "' t Next Issue areas in which the 'Bar had made consid- Monitor project, Professor Fellmeth's Peterfreund notes, is that one can do about . ! ,  k• . ' Feb. 9 erable progress since his June report, Center for Public Interest Law monitors almost anything with it. A legal education including an increase in salary for State Bar the activities of sixty state regulatory teaches one to think and to stop relying prosecutors and aggressive public outreach agencies. Current first-year day and second- on blind emotion. This is why so many program. But despite these gains, the report year evening students who wish to partic- lawyers are in politics, government, and 
noted that the Bar's 2,500-case backlog has � ipate as Center interns next year are · community service. A lawyer doesn't have remained static, and criticized the Bar for encouraged to contact the Center and to be only a practicing attorney. One should not implementing needed structural · attend orientation meetings, which will be get a good legal education, and Peterfreund changes and reforms, and for its failure to scheduled during March. The Center is feels that USO does provide a good legal request an increase in State Bar dues from located in Room 205 of Guadalupe Hall. education. The students at USO are eager 
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Moot Court travels to Hawaii 
Last November, the USO Appellate Moot Court Board held its annual Jessup International Law Intraschool Moot Court Competition. The four individuals in the competition who scored highest in oral rounds and on their written briefs will go to Hawaii in February to compete in the Jessup Regional Competition. Keith Kubik, Karen Peckham, Vickie Pochelle and Bryan Sampson will compete against teams from 
other schools in the Pacific Region which include: Cal Western University, UCLA, · Pepperdine, Loyola and several schools from Washington, Oregon, and Hawaii. During the past 2 months, the competitors have been writing briefs for the competiti0n, a brief for each side. The problem involves international terrorism, the facts of which are strikingly similar to the Achille Lauro incident. On February 2 4, 1988; the competitors will argue in the first round to be held at the University. of Hawaii in Honolulu. Three fllore preliminary rounds will be held the following two days and the semi finalists will argue on Saturday, February 27,1988. The winning team oft:he semi-finalist round will go to Washington D.C. to compete in the final international round of the competition against the winners from all regions: If you happen to see one of our team members in the halls, wish him or her luck, we need support! !  
-Beth Stratton 
Barrister's _Ball_ to be held March 1. 9 
Mark your calendars, March 19, 1988 is the day. The second annual PDP/SBA Barristers' Ball will be held at the Bahia Resort Hotel on Mission Bay. This years' ball features Nick Pyzow and The Fire. This band has performed extensively in California, has released several albums and has a current video on MTV. Tickets will be available for �ither dinner and dancing or for a dessert buffet and dancing. Everyone attending will have a chance to win many exciting door prizes including a Bar Review Course from this year's c�sponsor, BarPassers. 
Sidebar 
Each Monday morning outside the Writs Loung� is the latest edition of Sidebar. It contains items of general interest which were submitte& for publication by noon 
on the preceding Friday. · · . All organizations are cordially invited · to list their upcoming activities. Anyone connected with the law school may also use this service. Listings may be submitted in writing to the Sidebar mailbox or by calling 296-105 1 .  Please include your name and phone number when submitting a listing. Editor Dan Le Vine and Associate Editor Mark Nelson look forward to bringing you all the latest information of concern to the law school community. As always, should you have any questions or comments, please do not hesitate to bring them -to our attention. Thank you for your continued support. -Daniel LeVine 
More Hall Public · lntere�t Law Fol'.Jndation 
The- Law School Community welcomes the arrival of a new and innovative student organization to its ranks: the More Hall Public Interest Law Foundation. Founded and n,.m by law students, the More Hall Foundation is a nonprofit corporation designed to remove barriers to law students interested in pursuing public interest careers, and to promote projects which serve the underrepresented. . The major goal of the More Hall Foundation is to provide funding for students _ seeking summer law jobs in public interest fields. The centerpiece of this effort will be a pledge drive held at the Law School in March. Students will be invited to "work a day in the public interest" by pledging one day's summer salary-or , for graduating students, one percent of their annual salary�to the More Hall Foundation, The money will sponsor other law students who will be able to work for public interest law 
organizations. . The outreach will be to faculty and alumni, as well as to students. Each person who pledges will become a Member of the More Hall Foundation, entitled to vote as to the areas in which the money will be allocated (e.g. , legal aid, environ�ental 
. An open meeting will be held on Feb. 17 for all those interested in assisting the pledge drive or who wish to learn more about the More Hall Foundation. ·Also, look for an informational table in the Law School basement in late February. � -Tom Mauriello 
Alutnni Notes 
Alumni Spring Dinner Dance scheduled · 
The Annual Alumni Association Dinner Dance, "Puttin' ori the Writs" is scheduled for Saturday evening, March 26 in the University Center. '  This year, the Law Alumni Association will pay tribute to Dean Krantz just prior to his departure from USD. The evening is black tie optional, and includes a no-host cocktail hour · at 7 p.m. with dinner at 8 p.m. Tickets are $40.00 per person, and students are invited. -- If you wish to attend this dinner dance, but feel that the $40 is too steep, the Law Alumni Association is looking for staff to work the event. Staff is rieeded to assist with coat check, check-in and drink ticket sales. If you can make the commitment to be there from 6 p.m. until midnight, contact Lisa Gunther in the Alumni Office (Room 203C) as soon as possible'. 
Phi Alpha Delta 
Directories are out! If you did not receive your copy of the P.A.D. 1987-1988 school directory, either in your mailbox or in person, we will be opening the P.A.D. Office 
on the following dates from 12:15 - 1:00 PM: Tuesday 2/9, Thursday 2/1 1 ,  Tuesday 2/16 and Thursday 2/18. P.A.D. has scheduled a number of events for the Spring semester. The scheduled events until March 8th (the next Motions publication) are as follows: 
Feb. 18: Ski Trip Meeting. 




Last year, this succe:;;sful trip had · rented condos with indoor jacuzzis and breakfast brought to your condo each morning. 'Lodging, transportation, breakfast and dinner, rides to the ski lodge-all for $115 .00. A deposit of $25.00 should be received by February 8th and full payment no later than February 1 1th. For more information, talk to any P.A.D. officer . 
General meeting of members and prospective members - (B.Y.O.L. ). 
Dinner at the L.A. Wilshire, with Bernie Witkin as the guest speaker ! Mr . Witkin's topic of discussion will be "Cases I Can't Forget." Rub elbows with some of Southern California's top judges and lawyers. 
Initiation of new members. Ceremony at USD's Courtroom with 
reception to follow:· 
Good Luck with your studies and professional endeavors! 
International Law Society 
The International Law Society (ILS) awaits a productive semester with interesting speakers and events planned. The emphasis this semester will be a membership drive. Also, interested members, especially first years, are needed to fill various important positions. There is something available to anyone interested in becoming active. The ILS is planning to have a Pacific Rim Day with speakers, primarily from UCSD, discussing opportunities in the pacific basin which include the far-east and Latin America. We hope it is as successful as last semester's Symposium on Careers in International Law. We would like to encourage interested students to partake in the lLS. A little .effort can go a long way for those interested in ·the expanding field of International Law. Also, summer study abroa<;l and a list of international law firms are available by the ILS. We will be accepting applications this semester . For further information look for our flyers or contact John Ianessa, Ben Bunn or David Olan. 
Phi Delta Phi 
Phi Delta Phi has many exc�ting:.activities planned for February and March. From February 1st through Febrµary 1 1th; _PDP will be selling raffle chances to win a free ·BarPassrrs Bar'Review Cour_se. Tne wihning'nckeiwill-15eJ:lrawn at PDP's Valentine's Day Kegger, February 1 1th. The Barristers' Ball will be on March 19. Phi Delta Phi will hold its spring initiation on February 26th. A catered reception will ,follow. There is a one-time initiation fee of $40.00 but no dues are collected. Keep your eyes open for further information:- ' ori all of these Phi Delta Phi events. We hope to see all of you there. -Judith Crandall 
I 
Journal of Contemporary _Legal Issues 
Volume 1 ,  Number 1 of the Journal of Contemporary Legal Issues is now a reality! The idea of publishing a ·  second legal , publication. at USO· began almost ten . years ago. Since that time, the idea has materialized and the inaugural issue is now hot off the press. USD law students interested in receiving a copy of the Journal can contact any Journal member. In addition, several copies have been put on reserve at the law library reference desk. · . · . .  The Journal Board is now · in the process of selecting articles for inclusion in the second issue. Students interested in submitting articles for the_ third issue should plan to submit their articles by September 1 ,  1988. -Judy Lindenmuth · 
Inside story of Supreme Court (Continued from page 1 1) 
tivity. Here, the court "totally went awry" tried to · ·"reorganize" this conservative in ruling that a slave was the personal court, expanding the number of justices to property of the master beyond state 15. This political war was eventually won boundaries. · as Roosevelt replaced all nine justices · From the Civil War through the end of through attrition. the 19th century, the court gained in The Supreme Court, however, has prominence and responsibility. The book maintained its independence throughout 
outlines the first civil rights cases and the efforts to restrict or control its power; 
regulation of dramatic growth in com- "judges are responsible to no electorate or merce. Rehnquist cites Associate Justices constituency." This ideal is upheld because Samuel Miller and Stephan Field for their of public scrutiny and professional criti­notable accomplishments in shaping the cism. Even the manner in which new court during this period. justices are appointed promotes autonomy. As America charged into the industrial Rehnquist's 17 years on the bench are age , Justices Rufus Peckham, Oliver the subject for the third part of his book Wendell Holmes, Jr. ,  and Louis Brandeis as_he explains how the court operates. From 
responded by shifting back and forth in · granting .izi::rtiorari to rendering · opinions, 
Alumni advisor program continues to grow protecting workers from ipj\J.Stices . . With . . the mechanics of the process demonstrate 
:·' Th� Aludmi Advisor Program for first year law students is once again undeiway. a few exceptions, the Court followed the , - fiJrther the independent . decision.,-making 
If you are a first year student who · signed up for the program, you should be intellectual climate dominated by. "Social necessary for the court's cbntinued success. hearing from your advisor during February. If you do not hear during this month, Darwinism" well into the 20th century, _ , Ju.sti�es rely �eavily on two .or more ·kindly see Lisa Gunther in the Alumni Office (Room 203C) after February 29th. rejecting laws as unconstitutional . which · .d¢r.�l>- td. analyze each case submitted for This program pairs first year students with local practitioners, who offer guidance hindered business interests. •·· l'eview 'based on three factors: ''conflict 
regarding course selection, areas of speciality and trends in the legal profession. The court continued to approachfuatj:ers0 with oth�r CQ�r:stg_eneratJmportance, and The program is c�sponsored by the Law Alumni Associa�o� and the Office as if the industrial revolufi0n\ver� ragini. ' perception that a (lower court) decision · 
of Development and Alumni Relations. - · Rehnquist then describes Rqosevelt;'s .. ·;is wrong m · t� Ught:- ·of �upreme Court . 
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Competitive softball :  first year 'No . Names' champs 
by Dale GWi 
Back in the early weeks of the fall 
semester a guy named Bill Wilson stumbled 
into the competitive softball managers 
meeting. Volunteered liy his summer 
school buddies to head up their fall softball 
team, Wilson chased down the sign-up list 
which was already chuck full of names that 
· might strike fear in the average skipper of 
a first year team. With the likes of San 
Diego Vice, Cubs West. and 2nd Year 
Blues already signed up, Wilson pondered 
what good names were left. 
It occurred to him that maybe no good 
names were left, so he decided to confer 
wih his teammates about the name. For 
the moment though he wrote down under 
the managers column "Bill Wilson" and 
under the team name column "no name." 
Now, you have to realize that Bill Wilson 
would give you the shirt off his back if 
he thought you needed it. I mean this guy 
is humble, likeable, you know a real mate, 
and it was the farthest thing on his mind 
to name the team after himself, but when 
the league roster came out there, where no 
name should have appeared, was Bill 
Wilson and the No Names. 
Well, from these beginnings the com-
petitive softball league experienced what 
has never happened before and may never 
be repeated. A first year team won the 
league championship tournament. Gary 
Saunders, "the ex-Motions odds maker," 
put B.W. and the No Names at 10 to 
1 ,  to do what they did. Actually you really 
can't blame Gary for his lack of respect. 
This group of players were unknown, 
untested, and uninterested in the odds. 
Considering that B.W. and the No 
Names lost their first two ' games, 10 to 
1 ,  might seem generous, but to , many, 
including their many loyal fans, which are 
made up of a core of ladies who met in 
the summer section, the championship was 
merely an extension of their season. Many 
teams feared B.W. and the No Names 
for their fans alone. Also, B.W. and the 
No Names did not lose another game after 
those first two "warm-ups." 
In the championship gam� B.W. and 
the No Names squared off with Reas­
onable Men. In the regular season the 
match-up was decided by one run, and 
noboody was surprised when this game 
went down to the bottom of the seventh 
inning. But, there was also little surprise 
when the No Names pulled it out. 
No name . is more deserving of being 
named than Kevin Raya. The consensus 
M.V.P. of the league, Raya hit more home 
runs than any other player on any other 
team. At least once out of every two times 
that he was given a hitable pitch, a ball 
would go screaming over the fence. Raya 
would circle the bases while the opposing 
pitcher would thank the Lord that there 
were nine other batters before he would 
face the batting machine again. Tribute to 
Raya also includes his fielding prowess at 
third base. 
Lars (pronounced Lahsh) Perry is another 
No Name to be noted. Remember that 
pitcher who was glad that Raya was up only 
every ten times? Well, his joy was bitters­
weet. Perry was an offensive threat that was 
ready to strike out at the smallest of 
defensive holes, and usually took the 
pitcher to some deep part of the field. Perry 
also anchored the outfield from his left field 
position. Whether he was crushing the ball 
offensively, catching the uncatchable 
defensively, or -supporting his teammates 
graciously, Perry impressed many through­
out the season. 
There is a name from the No Names 
that is synonymous with Ozzie Smith. Of 
course, it is time to name the shortstop 
The American Expres.5o11 Card can play a starring role 
virtually anywhere you shop, from Tulsa to Thailand. 
Whether you're buying a 1V or a T-shirt. So during college 
and after, it's the perfect way to pay for just about 
everything you'll want. 
How to get the Card now. 
College is the first sign of success. And because we believe 
in your potential, we've made it easier to get the American 
Express Card right now: Whether you're a freshman, senior 
or grad stud�nt, look into our new automatic approval 
offers. For details, pick up an application on campus. Or 
call 1-800-THE-CARD and ask for a student application. 
The American Express Card. 
Don't Leave School Without It�M 
■�-• SERVICES 
of the No Names, Brian Moss. While 
shutting off the gappers, Moss was as solid 
a shortstop as you could ask for. If you 
got the ball into the outfield on the ground 
between second base and third base, you 
deserved more than a hit, you deserved 
a medal. Oh yah, that pitcher who was 
, taken deep by Raya has absolutely nothing 
to feel good about, because after Perry took 
him deep, Moss usually would take him­
, you guess it-, deep. 
There is a No Name that plays catcher 
by the name of Mike Slater. There is also 
a batter out there who was called out on 
strikes because while he was trying to get 
Slater to cut out the chatter, he took his 
eyes away from the pitch and the third 
strike slipped in. Rumor has it that Slater 
is a chatterbox · on and off the field. The 
No Names may be the first team to exploit 
such talent. 
All of the No Names deserve to be 
named, but space is limited, however, it 
wouldn't be a true article on the champs 
without mentioning the rasta rover, Craig 
Cayzares. Several times during the season, 
the opposing coach would count the 
defensive players of the No Names to 
make sure they didn't have an extra man 
on the field. That's because getting a hit 
off the No Names was more difficult than 
that first trip to the wailing wall. A lion's 
share of the credit for this defensive blanket 
goes to the rasta rover. 
Martha forecloses on Lien 
by Gary Saunders 
The Co Rec Final was between Lien 
Machine and Martha Davis and the Motels. 
For an unprecendented third semester in 
a row the Motels won the Co Rec softball 
title, again. 
I had written an article comparing this 
· nobel squad of young men and · women 
champions to various sports legends like 
Joe Louis, Jesse Owens, Jack Nickalaus, 
M_an, of War, etc. But I think a simple 
question will suffice: Can they do it again? 
Here, for your review, are the members 
of Martha Davis and the Motels: 
Martha Davis, Keri Flynn, Laura McPher­
son, Susanne Naatz, Holly Emmons, 
Audrey Nelson, Janet Cross, Alida Carrillo, 
Gary Saunders, Bill L. Miltner, James 
McNulty, Jim Dierking, Mark Pachowicz, 
Rick Muir, Marlin Howes, Mike Corfield, 
Victor Lee, and Mike McCabe. 
Spring Aerobics starting 
Recent Gallop poll figures show that 
USD law students gained an average of 15 
lbs apiece over the Christmas break. But 
have no fear, Aerobics are here. Lynne 
Olcott leads the USD law intramural 
aeorobics every , Tuesday and Thursday 
from 4:30-5:30 pm at the Sports Center 
in the Dance/Exercise room. The price is 
right (FREE) and Lynne is an excellent 
instructor. Mike McCabe, · stop wearing 
ankle weights to class-get out to aeorobics. 
Basketball gets underway 
Both A & B Basketball league play begins 
on February 7 at the USD gym. Law 
students, spouses, faculty and alumni are 
encouraged to play. The League plays on 
Sundays. Watch the intramural A-frame 
for game scheduling. 
Softball fun for all 
This semester the Comp league will play 
on Thursday nights at USD and Friday days 
at_Presidio. The CoRec league will play on 
Saturdays at USD. Watch the intramural 
A-frame for scheduling. · 
This semester the intramural office has 
in the works: 
Softball, Basketball, Golf Tournament, Fun 
Run, Flag Football Tournament, and 
Suitcase Dance. 
\f you have any time, talents, or energy 
that you would like to donate to intram, 
urals please call: Gary Saunders, 223-2908; 
Prof. Kerig, · 260,4600 ext. 4329; Tim 
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SIMILARITY IN BAR REVIEW 
I 
COURSES ENDS AT THE PRICE! 
BAR REVIEW 
IS THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE FULL 
SERVICE BAR REVIEW IN CALIFORNIA. 
THE PROOF IS I N  THE 
RESULTS. 
' > � ; "  
The ONLY "live" bar ,review lectures in 
California: Taught only by ABA law school 
professors. 
Performance Test Workshop: 4-day intensive 
in-class preparation on all facets of the perf or­
mance exam taught by Charles Whitebread of 
U.S.C. :  Plus, all relevant actual performance 
exams, given since 1983; with issue analyses! .  
The Paced Program: The most intensive day­
by-day study guide structured to pace you 
through the bar review and keep you fresh for 
the actual bar exam! 
Essay Writing Workshops: including over 20 
hours of essay exam technique lectures and 
testing with more than 150 past California bar 
exam questions. Each week you will turn in 1-
2 practice essay exams for a complet� written 
evaluation. 
BAR/BRI Intensive MBE Workshop; Over 20 
hours of in-class preparation teaching specific · 
methods on all 6 subjects. Includes over 2,000 
· practice multistate questions with explanatory 
answers! 
Simulated Bar Exam: Held in. class over con­
secutive Saturdays (avoiding the burn out fac­
tor caused by 3 consecutive days of simulated 
exams) for each of the three sections of the 
bar exam. _ 
BAR REVIEW 
1 1801 West Olympic Boulevard #7 
Los Angeles, California 90064 
(213) 477-2542 
332 Golden Gate Avenue 
San Francisco, California 94102 
(41 5) 44i -s6oo 
1407 First Avenue 
San Diego, California 92101 
(619) 236-0623 
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